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A Area, cm2 (in.2)
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A Cross-sectional overwrap area, cm2 (in.2)
a Membrane width, cm (in.)
b Membrane length, cm (in.)
b Base, cm (in.)
C Circumference, cm (in.)
C Specific heat, cal/g/°K (Btu/lb/°F)
P
D Diameter, cm (in.)
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dB Decibel .
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E Composite modulus of elasticity (metal liner plus over-
C
 wrap), N/cm2 (psi)
E Modulus of elasticity (liner), N/cm2 (psi)
Li
E Modulus of elasticity (overwrap), N/cm2 (psi)
o
E. Circumferential modulus of elasticity, N/cm2 (psi)6
E Meridional modulus of elasticity, N/cm2 (psi)
e Strain, cm/cm (in./in.)
e. Strain in liner, cm/cm (in./in.)
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o
e Strain in x direction (along tube centerline), cm/cm (in./in.)
x
e. Strain in hoop direction, cm/cm (in./in.)
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F Force in liner, N (Ib)
L
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F Force in overwrap, N (Ib)
Fc Factor of safety
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g Acceleration of gravity, cm/sec2 (in./sec2)
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o
P Uniform load intensity
AP Pressure drop N/cm2 (psi or microns)
Q Flow rate
Qp Magnification factor
q Radiation heat transfer, W/m (Btu/hr-ft)
R Ring radius, cm (in.)
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R Ideal gas constant, J "K"1 mol"1 (Ib-raole °F)
R Resistances, ohms
rj Radius of curvature, cm (in.)
r Radius, cm (in.)
s Time, seconds
S Stress, N/cm2 (lb/in.2)
S Stress in hoop direction, N/cm2 (lb/in.2)
SL Stress in liner, N/cm2 (lb/in.2).
S Stress in overwrap, N/cm2 (lb/in.2)
S Stress in x direction, N/cm2 (lb/in.2)
X
S Yield stress, N/cm2 (lb/in.2)
S Stress in z direction, N/cm2 (lb/in.2)
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S. Meridional stress, N/cm2 (lb/in.2)
<J>
T Temperature, °K (°F)
T Torque, cm-N (in.-lb)
t Thickness, cm (in.)
AT Change in liner temperature, °K (°R)
Li
AT Change in overwrap temperature, °K (°R)
o
V Volume, liters (in.3)
W Weight, kg (Ib)
w Weight/unit area, kg/cm2 (lb/in.2)
X Deflection ratio
Y Distance from neutral axis to extreme fiber, cm (in.)
Z Stefan-Boltzmann constant, W/m2-!^  (Btu/ft2-hr "R14)
Z Uniform tension per unit length, N/cm (lb/in.)
Li
a Sigma (statistical)
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<5 Damping ratio
2
<J> Fluctuating pressure spectral density, -— — 1 ^—1
v Microns of Hg
A Deflection, cm (in.)
a Coefficient of thermal expansion, cm/cm/°K (in./in./°F)
a Liner coefficient of thermal expansion in axial direction,
cm/cm/°K (in./in./° F)
oc Overwrap coefficient of thermal expansion in axial direc-
° tion, cm/cm/°K (in./in./°F)
v Poisson's ratio
p Density, kg/cm3 (lb/in.3)
Subscripts
AT Axial tension
B Bending
BL Bending in liner
c Composite
c Curved section
DTC Differential thermal contraction
IP Internal pressure
i Outside surface of inner line
L Liner
o Overwrap, or the inside surface of the vacuum jacket
rms Random
st Shear stress due to torsion
s Straight section
T Total
TC Tensile stress in inner line liner
x Longitudinal Direction
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
A listing, of commonly used terms and their definitions fol-
lows . Familiarity with these terms should help the reader to
understand the technical aspects of this document.
Inner Line
Vacuum Jacket
Composite Vacuum Jacket
Line carrying the commodity.
Outer line.
A vacuum jacket concept that incorpo-
rates a thin metallic liner and com-
posite material to provide strength
and handling damage resistance. A
typical composite vacuum jacket is
shown in the sketch.
Alumlnized Mylar
(1 Layer)
Overwrap
Liner
Composite Vacuum
Jacket
Composite Inner
Line
End Fitting
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Tension Membrane Vacuum
Jacket
A vacuum jacket concept that relies on
tension in the metallic structure for
load carrying. This concept has the
appearance of a suspension bridge and,
because the structure is in tension it
can be loaded heavily without loss of
reliability. It is a very lightweight
concept. A tension membrane vacuum
jacket is shown in the sketch.
Tension Membrane
Aluminized Mylar
(1 layer)
Overwrap on Inner Line
Composite Inner Line
End Fitting
Overwrap
Liner
Total fiberglass composite thickness
0.05 cm (0.020 in.) consisting of 2
layers of hoop wrap and a h layer of
axial cloth or 2 layers of hoop wrap
applied in a criss-cross pattern.
Thin wall metal tube under the over-
wrap.
xii
Standoff
End Closure
Stiff End Closure
Flexible End Closure
End Fitting
Solid State Bonding
Support between the vacuum jacket and
the inner line.
Metal membrane that seals the vacuum
annulus between the inner line and the
vacuum jacket.
End closure capable of transferring
all the loading due to thermal contrac-
tion of the inner line to the vacuum
jacket and the load caused by external
pressure to the inner line.
End closure incapable of transferring
the loading caused by thermal contrac-
tion of the inner line to the vacuum
jacket; divides the load caused by
external pressure between the inner
line and the vacuum jacket.
Metal ring welded to the ends of the
liner providing a surface for welding
the end closure and a butt weld end
for attaching one tube to another.
Explosive bonding technique used to
join two dissimilar metals such as
aluminum to Inconel or stainless steel.
xiii
SUMMARY
This is the final report of a 14-month program that was con-
ducted under Contract NAS3-16762. The objective of the program
was to develop lightweight vacuum jacketed composite tubing for
use as cryogenic plumbing on launch and space vehicles. Twelve
tubes of two different inside diameters [13 and 38 cm (5 and 15
in.)] were fabricated in 3 different types of each size. Each
tube was 61 cm (24 in.) long. The tubes were joined together in
sets of two for testing.
The tubing in this program was intended to be representative
of flight configuration for cryogenic feedlines for LH2 service
where vacuum jackets are mandatory. The sizes are representative
of the Shuttle main propulsion arid the Space Tug feedlines.
An analysis program assessed thermal, structural, weight, and
fabrication parameters, and formed the basis for the tubing de-
sign. Ultimately, thin metallic liners 0.008 to 0.013 cm (0.003
to 0.005 in.) thick were selected as the primary load-carrying
member. Ten of these liners were overwrapped with glass-fibers
impregnated with a resin matrix suitable for cryogenic service
for the inner line. A resin matrix suitable for ambient and
slightly elevated temperatures was used for the outer jacket.
The overwrapped composite was used to strengthen the liners and
protect them from handling damage. Two of. the tubes were of the
tension membrane type consisting of a composite overwrapped
inner line and a nonoverwrapped vacuum jacket. Concurrent with
the analysis effort, preliminary tests were performed to aid in
selecting materials and methods of construction.
The 12 tubes required for test were designed, fabricated,
and verified ready for test. Tube fabrication included liner
welding, joining of the liners to end fittings, instrumentation
installation, overwrapping and curing, and a series of in-process
leak checks and other quality determinations. After these in-
dividual subassembly steps were completed, the inner line and the
vacuum jacket were joined by welding. Vacuum outgassing and
vacuum acquisition completed the fabrication.
The tubes were subjected to a series of tests including leak-
age, pressure cycling, temperature cycling, pressure surge,
acoustics, and burst. One of the tubes failed during the first
vacuum acquisition test. It was subsequently determined that the
bond between the jacket liner and overwrap failed because of
atmospheric pressure acting between the overwrap and the liner.
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A temporary fix, installed to permit testing to continue, proved
capable of protecting the tubes and transferring the loading to
the overwrap from the liner, but it was rather complex and had a
low reliability. During subsequent testing several other lines
became separated from the overwrap and immediately failed.
A single tube of a modified vacuum jacket design using a metal
liner 0.030 cm (0.012 in.) thick was fabricated. This liner was
capable of carrying external pressure but was still .susceptible to
handling damage. The vacuum jacket was overwrapped, in the same
manner as the other test specimens, to provide protection from
damage during handling. This tube passed all tests, was damage-
resistant and of lighter weight than, conventional all-metal vac-
uum jacketed lines.
The tension membrane concept, designed and fabricated by
Grumman Aerospace Corporation, passed all tests and becomes a
very strong candidate for vacuum jacketed feedlines. Its two
main advantages are the very lightweight construction and the
metal is in the predictable tensile stress mode instead of being
subjected to the less predictable compressive buckling mode. The
tension membrane concept was tested and evaluated by Martin Mari-
etta Corporation concurrently with the composite vacuum jacket
concepts. Complete design and fabrication details of the tension
membrane concept are included in Appendix E, Vacuum Jacketed Com-
posite Lines, Final Report, by the Grumman Aerospace Corporation.
The results of this and earlier programs clearly verify the
advantages of using glass-fiber composite tubing in cryogenic
propellant service for vacuum jacketed feedlines. Some of the
advantages include low thermal flux, lightweight construction,
low-heat-soakback from engines, rapid chilldown, resistance to
damage, and high strength. This can be accomplished with a
moderate increase in cost—in many cases for less than $60 per
kg ($25 per Ib) of weight reduced.
Additional work is needed to more fully develop the bonding
concept, and eliminate the leakage and outgassing problems in
some designs. The leakage and outgassing problems can be solved
through process control since several tubes have exhibited success-
ful properties in both areas, of concern. The bonding development
will only be required if optimum weight savings are to be realized.
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INTRODUCTION
In the continuing development of optimum performance cryogenic
propulsion systems, there is considerable interest in improved
thermal performance and in minimizing total system weight. Con-
sidering the high heat leak rates through conventional tubing
systems, it is desirable that techniques be developed to produce
feedlines using a low heat leak material such as composites,
particularly if these feedlines also contribute to weight mini-
mization.
In two recently completed programs, Contract NAS3-12047, Glass-
Fiber Tubing for Cryogenic Service (ref. 1) and Contract NAS3-
14370, Composite Propulsion Feedlines for Cryogenic Space Vehicles
(ref. 2), Martin Marietta Corporation analyzed, designed, fabri-
cated", and tested a series of composite propulsion feedlines de-
signed to limit the heat transfer through this portion of the
propulsion system. These feedlines incorporated a thin metal
liner to provide a leakfree pressure carrier and compatibility
with cryogenic propellants. These thin metal liners were over-
wrapped with a glass-fiber material using a suitable matrix.
Because glass-fiber overwrap is a very good thermal insulator and
the thin metal liner has a very small cross-sectional area, the
thermal conductivity was reduced considerably in both radial and
longitudinal directions. Program results confirm the desirabil-
ity of this concept. Some of the advantages, in addition to low
radial and axial thermal flux, are lightweight construction, low
axial heat-soakback from engines or vaporizers, rapid chilldown,
strength, and resistance to handling damage.
The 0.10 cm (0.040 in.) minimum wall thickness used for all-
metal feedlines in a great majority of propulsion systems is dic-
tated by handling and maintainability, not stresses. For example,
an Inconel 718 or stainless steel tube with a 0.013 cm (0.005 in.)
wall thickness could carry all internal pressure loads for many
propulsion feedlines and tank vents but could not be handled
without incurring damage. Composite tubing can be fabricated
with the metal liner wall thickness of 0.013 cm (0.005 in.) and
overwrapped with glass-fibers having low density and low thermal
conductivity. The results are lighter feedlines with reduced
thermal flux characteristics, low weight, and high resistance to
damage.
The purpose of this program was to evaluate fiber composites
for lightweight, vacuum jacketed, cryogenic line systems for
space application. Both the inner line (commodity line) and the
outer shell (vacuum jacket) were candidates for fiber composite
technology.
Several problems had to be solved before lightweight low ther-
mal flux tubing could be considered for use on a space vehicle
such as Space Shuttle. Solution of these problems for the main
engine cryogenic plumbing was the intent of this program. The
objective of the work was to design, fabricate, and evaluate glass-
fiber composites for the inner lines and the vacuum jacket shell.
Tubing specimens were designed, fabricated, and subjected to
various portions of the specified test program. Specific items
that were performed to accomplish the program objectives included:
1) selecting a set of boundaries for analysis and for use
as design parameters;
2) modifying existing analytical models to incorporate analy-
sis of glass-fiber overwrapped, metal-lined tubing, including the
vacuum jackets;
3) using analytical models to assist in the design of the
metal-lined tubing for optimum system weight and overall system
performance;
4) designing test items using several vacuum jacket designs
for performance comparison;
5) fabricating the 13 and 38 cm (5 and 15 in.) diameter feed-
line sections;
6) testing tubing to determine its capability to maintain a
vacuum and to withstand necessary flight loads and requirements;
7) correlating experimental and analytical data to show the
capability of the analytical model to predict tubing performance;
and
8) reporting recommended modification or changes that would.
be incorporated in the design for flight-qualified feedlines.
The first task consisted of performing thermal, structural,
weight, and fabrication analyses; and designing test items and
test fixtures. Tube fabrication followed the design phase and
included liner welding, joining of the liners to end fittings,
instrumentation installation, overwrapping and curing, and a se-
ries of in-process leak checks. Much of the metal fabrication
was subcontracted to thin metal bellows manufacturers. The test
fixtures were fabricated concurrently with fabrication of the
composite tubing test specimens consisting of:
1) 6 sections of 13 cm (5 in.) diameter inner lines with 20
cm (8 In.) diameter vacuum jackets, incorporating three different
jacket design concepts; and
2) 6 sections of 38 cm (15 in.) diameter inner lines with 46
cm (18 in.) diameter vacuum jackets, also incorporating three
different jacket design concepts.
Each section of tube was subjected to vacuum outgassing,
strain cycling, pressure surge, acoustic, and external collapse
testing.
A complete analysis of the fabrication and test data was per-
formed to document the effectiveness, cost, reliability, and de-
sirability of glass-fiber composite tubing for. vacuum jacketed
cryogenic space vehicle applications. Structural integrity and
thermal quality were evaluated and compared to the predicted per-
formance. Recommendations were made for design improvements
based on the above comparison. The design criteria established
in the initial design phase were updated as indicated by the data
analysis.
All major program objectives were accomplished resulting in
a usable concept for effectively improving thermal performance
and reducing the weight of vacuum jacketed propulsion systems.
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
Conceptual design activities consisted of establishing design
criteria and characteristics of composite tubing that control de-
sign, performing analysis to evaluate these parameters, devel-
oping candidate configuration concepts, performing analysis of
these .concepts, and selecting five different designs for fabri-
cation and test evaluation.
Design Criteria. - Table I depicts the vacuum jacketed compos-
ite line design criteria which were established based on contract
and Space Shuttle requirements. These data were used for design
and development of test requirements. The specific parts of a
vacuum jacketed concept that were evaluated during this contract
included:
1) inner line;
2) end closures;
3) standoffs, i.e., supports between inner line and vacuum
jackets;
4) vacuum jacket liner material;
5) composite material;
6) vacuum ports;
7) vacuum acquisition and maintenance;
8) thermal expansion and contraction of the inner line
versus the vacuum jacket;
9) vacuum carry-through or vapor seal;
10) bonding the overwrap to the metallic liner;
11) fabrication; and
12) overall structural and dynamic strength.
TABLE I. - DESIGN CRITERIA
Parameter
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
•13.
14.
Operating pressure
Proof pressure
Burst pressure
External collapse pressure
Thermal cycles
Pressure cycles
Pressure surges
Acceleration
Acoustics
Design life
Radial thermal efficiency
as a function of inner line
to vacuum jacket emittance
Vacuum acquisition .
Vacuum maintenance
Inner line leak rate
Requirement
41 N/cm2 (60 psia) for 5 to 25 cm
(2 to 10 in.) I.D. tubes
69 N/cm2 (100 psia) for 25 to 51 cm
(10 to 20 in.) I.D. tubes
62 N/cm2 (90 psia) for 5 to 25 cm
(2 to 10 in.) I.D. tubes
103 N/cm2 (150 psia) for 25 to 51 cm
(10 to 20 in.) I.D. tubes
103 N/cm2 (150 psia) for 5 to 25 cm
(2 to 10 in.) I.D. tubes
172 N/cm2 (250 psia) for 25 to 51 cm
(10 to 20 in.) I.D. tubes
25 N/cm2 (36.7 psid) for composite
vacuum jackets -
15 N/cm2 (22 psid) for tension mem-
brane vacuum jackets
200 cycles 20 K (-423°F)
to ambient
200 cycles (ambient to operating pressure)
10 cycles (ambient to operating pressure
within 0.5 sec)
4g axial and lateral
160 db of random acoustic excitation
for 450 seconds and 167 db for an addi-
tional 60 seconds
100 mission cycles for liftoff to handling
and refurbishment as required between mis-
sions for a calendar life of 10 years
(-:) " 0.035
<1.3 x 10~5 ~N/cm2"~(io~3 torr)
6.7 x ID"5 N/cm2,/day (5 p/day) allowable
pressure increase in the vacuum annulus
<10~8 sec/sec total, <3 x 10~10 sec/sec
into the vacuum annulus
Concept Selection. - A vacuum jacketed composite line consists
of a pressure carrying line (inner line), a vacuum jacket (outer
line), end closures at each end of the vacuum jacket, standoffs,
and vacuum acquisition ports. These items were evaluted to develop
a conceptual configuration. The decision was made to use iden-
tical configuration inner lines, end closures, standoffs, and
vacuum acquisition ports on all design concepts except the tension
membrane. This approach resulted in the vacuum jacket becoming
the major variable for evaluation.
Inner line: The inner line configuration was selected based
on the development work on contracts NAS3-12047, Low Thermal Flux
Glass Fiber Tubing for Cryogenic Service (ref. 1) and NAS3-14370,
Composite Propulsion Feedlines for Cryogenic Space Vehicles (ref.
2). The selected configuration featured 0.008 cm (0.003 in.) thick
and 0.013 cm (0.005 in.) thick Inconel 718 liners for 13 cm (5 in.)
and 38 cm (15 in.) diameter liners, respectively, overwrapped with
S/HTS glass-fibers in a 58-68R resin system. Butt weld type stain-
less steel end fittings are welded to the liners. The overwrap
consists of a layer of machine hoop wrapped 20 end roving, a half
layer of longitudinally oriented glass cloth, and a final layer
of hoop wrap. Design analysis determined that the (1) inner line
liner should be heat treated after joining it to the end fittings,
(2) composite overwrap should be bonded to the liner to provide an
axial compressive load capability of 17.8 kg/cm (100 Ib/in.) re-
quired to resist the compressive load imposed by the tension mem-
brane vacuum jacket, (3) composite should be covered with one layer
of aluminized mylar to improve emissivity of the inner line, and
(4) torsion and tension load carrying capability was more than
adequate to survive predicted-launch environments. These inner
line design analyses are presented in Appendix A.
Vacuum jacket: Twelve vacuum jacket concepts were evaluated
from which five concepts were selected for design, fabrication,
and test with one concept chosen for both 13 cm (5 in.) and 38
cm (15 in.) inner line diameters.
These concepts and selection rationale are defined in Table II.
The selected concepts are numbered from 1 to 5 and these numbers
are referred to later in the report.
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Vacuum jacket liner material: Five materials whose character-
istics are shown in Table III were considered for the vacuum jacket
metallic liner. The criteria for material selection was modulus of
elasticity, density, cost, and ease of fabrication. Stainless
steel (304L) was selected as the material best satisfying these
criteria. For the same weight lines, aluminum offers some addi-
tional buckling strength. This is because buckling strength is a
function of material thickness. However, aluminum requires de-
velopment of explosive bonding techniques to join the aluminum
vacuum jacket to the Inconel 718 inner line. Titanium is not
compatible for welding to stainless steel or Inconel and therefore
was not selected. Types 304L and 21-6-9 stainless steel have the
same modulus and density, type 304L, however, is the least expensive.
Vacuum jacket composite material: A preliminary stability
analysis summary for the various overwrap fibers with Inconel,
stainless steel, aluminum and titanium is presented in Table IV
for a 20 cm (8 in,) diameter vacuum jacket. It is noted that boron
permits a cylinder length between stiffeners of twice that of the
other fibers, at about the same weight per unit length.* Thus,
since the boron fibers require fewer hoop stiffeners, the boron
will result in the least total line weight. The cylinder length
and weight per unit length for the other fibers is about the same.
The cost for the overwrap fibers, including impregnation with the
resin system, follows.
S-Glass, $29/kg ($13/lb)
Graphite, $550/kg ($250/lb)
Boron, $550/kg ($250/lb)
PRD-49, $110/kg ($50/lb)
A comparison of overwrap weight and cost per unit length is
provided in Figure 1.
Because of the substantial difference in cost, S-Glass was
selected as the fiber system to be used for overwrapping the test
specimens.
This analysis assumed a perfect bond between the overwrap and
the vacuum jacket liner, which was not achieved on the test
specimens. Without the bond, boron would provide very little
weight advantage over the other composites.
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End closures: Three end closure concepts were evaluated: (1)
stiff end closure with a convolute in the vacuum jacket to accom-
modate thermal expansion and contraction, (2) flexible end closure,
capable of accommodating inner line expansion and contraction with-
out relying on the vacuum jacket convolutes; and (3) stiff end
closure and stiff vacuum jacket i.e., both end closure and vacuum
jacket are designed to withstand the loads resulting from inner
line expansion and contraction. Structural analysis showed concept
3 to be not feasible except for very short lines where the inner
line expansion and contraction is. small. Thermal analysis showed
that concept 2, using a very thin4metallic membrane 0.008 to 0.013
cm (0.003 to 0.005 in.) reinforced structurally with glass-fibers,
would significantly reduce heat leakage through the end closure.
This concept, however, would require development beyond the pro-
gram schedule and cost limitations. Concept 1 was selected for
all designs except the tension membrane. Structural and thermal
analysis of end closures are provided in Appendix A and C, re-
spectively.
Standoffs: The standoff provides lateral support between the
inner line and the vacuum jacket. The key design objectives in-
clude minimum weight, thermal efficiency, and fabrication ease.
A glass-fiber I-section standoff configuration was selected as
best satisfying all design objectives. Structural analysis showed
that standoffs are required at 30 and 61 cm (12 and 24 in.) in-
tervals for the 20 and 46 cm (8 and 18 in.) vacuum jackets, re-
spectively.
Vacuum acquisition and monitoring ports: Two possible loca-
tions were considered for vacuum acquisition ports: (1) the
vacuum jacket barrel section, and (2) the end closure, shown in
Figure 2. The end closure location was selected for the composite
vacuum jackets because it provides a heavy section for welding and
results in a smooth jacket surface which is less susceptible to
damage. For the tension membrane vacuum jacket, the vacuum port
was welded into one of the Internal hoop support rings.
Design Concept Configurations. - Using the selected inner line,
vacuum jacket, end closures, standoff, vacuum acquisition and mon-
itoring ports, four composite vacuum jacketed line concepts and one
tension membrane vacuum jacketed concept was developed. The con-
figurations of these concepts are depicted in Figures 3 through 7.
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59.06
23.25
28.58
11.25
B
61.0
24
30.5
12
C
0.516
0.203
0.561
0.221
D
0.259
0.102
0.279
0.110
E
0.109
0.043
0.127
0.050
P
0.023
0.009
0.038
0.015
C
0.008
0.003
0.013
0.005
H
0.023
0.009
0.038
0.015
I
3.871
1.524
2.570
1.012
J
0.051
0.020
0.051
0.020
Figure 4. - Vacuum Jacketed Composite Line Concept 2
(Outside Convolute Stiffeners)
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Unit
cm
in.
Dla
39
15
A
26.58
11.25
B
30.5
12
C
0.137
0.054
D
0.274
0.108
£
0.127
0.050
T
0.03S
0.015
G
0.013
0.005
H
0.038
0.015
I
2.578
1.015
J
0.051
0.020
\
Figure 5. - Vacuum Jacketed Composite Line, Concept 3
(Internal Supports No Convolutes)
Unit
cm
in.
Dia
13
5
A
59.06
23.25
B
61.0
24
C
3.871
1.524
D
0.109
0.043
E
0.023
0.009
F
0.051
0.020
G
0.008
0.003
H
0.023
0.009
(0.1 in
Figure 6. - Vacuum Jacketed Composite Line, Concept 4
(I.D. Convolutes with External Glass)
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CONCEPT EVALUATION
Structural, dynamics, weight, and cost analyses were performed
for each of the six selected configurations. Results provided
basic design data that were used in comparing the relative merits
of each concept.
Structural Analysis^ of Composite Vacuum Jackets. - Results of
the vacuum jacket structural analysis are based on the assumption
that a perfect bond would exist between the metal liner and the
overwrap, and that the overwrapped line would act as a true com-
posite structure in resisting external pressure loading. It was
found during test (discussed later) that a good bond was not
achieved and it was necessary to increase the metal liner thick-
ness to withstand external pressure loading.
Assuming a constant 3.8 cm (1.5 in.) annulus space between
the vacuum jacket and the inner line, 13, 20, 33, 46 and 58 cm
(5, 8, 13, 18 and 23 in.) diameter vacuum jackets up to 610 cm
(240 in.) long were analyzed to determine circumferential stiff-
ener dimensions, standoff dimensions and spacing for minimum
weight. Each concept is designed to withstand an external collapse
pressure of 25.3 N/cm2 (36.7 psi) .
The vacuum jacket structural loading consists of compressive
load caused by thermal contraction of the inner line, reaction of
pressure on the end closure, and bending due to launch loads and
dynamic response. It was assumed that the vacuum jacket and end
closure design concepts are such that load due to thermal contrac-
tion of the inner line is held to a minimum, and pressure on the
end closure is reacted primarily by the inner line. Axial load
caused by launch loads and dynamic response was checked to assure
that stability is maintained with an applied pressure of 10.1
N/cin2 (14.7 psi) and maximum anticipated axial load.
For a particular vacuum jacket composite layup configuration,
the required spacing between circumferential stiffeners was cal-
culated to assure that the composite structure between hoop stiff-
eners remains structurally stable up to an applied pressure of
25.3 N/cm2 (36.7 psi).
For an assumed number of standoffs, the size of the hoop stiff-
eners was calculated -so that the cylindrical section between
standoffs remains structurally stable up to a pressure loading of
25.3 N/cm2 (36.7 psi). The total system weight was then calculated
and the number of standoffs was varied to determine the number
that results in minimum structural system weight.
The structural concepts investigated are shown in Figure 8.
The between-stiffener layup is identical for each concept because
the minimum gage layup was found to be adequate. The layup con-
17
sists of a minimum gage 304L stainless steel liner [0.008 cm
(0.003 in.) thick for 20 cm (8 in.) diameter jacket and 0.013 cm
(0.005 in.) thick for 46 cm (18 in.) diameter jacket], a 0.040
cm (0.016 in.) thick hoop wrap of unidirectional S-Glass/epoxy
and a 0.010 cm (0.004 in.) thick layer of S-Glass/epoxy 90-10
glass cloth with 90% of the fibers oriented in the axial direc-
tion.
The collapse stability of the vacuum jackets with different
stiffener and standoff spacing was investigated using the HOLBOAT
(Holston's Buckling of Anisotropic tubes) computer program. The
hoop stiffeners were assumed to act as a smeared layer of hoop
wrap with no axial stiffness and only a local hoop stiffness.
The stiffener spacing was first determined by changing the input
length of the short cylinder between stiffeners until the criti-
cal buckling pressure of 25.3 N/cm2 (36.7 psi) was obtained.
The number of standoffs was then varied from 1 to 39 with the
hoop stiffener resized for each standoff spacing so that the crit-
ical buckling pressure is 25.3 N/cm2 (36.7 psi>.
Total vacuum jacket weight versus number of standoffs was then
plotted for each design concept and each diameter line. The re-
sults of this analysis depicting the minimum weight configuration
for each concept is shown in Table V.
The capability of vacuum jacket design concepts 1, 3 and 4 to
withstand combined external pressure and axial compression load-
ing is shown in Figure 9. The 20 cm (8 in.) diameter and 46 cm
(18 in.) diameter jackets will each withstand 25.3 N/cm2 (36.7
psi).
Thermal contraction of the inner line could load the vacuum
jacket in axial compression if the end annulus and vacuum jacket
are rigid. The load level can be approximated by assuming that
the metal 'in the inner line, and vacuum jacket contributes most
of axial stiffness and coefficient of thermal expansion. Using
this assumption, axial compressive loads of 1014 kg (2230 Ib) and
3880 kg (8530 Ib) can be expected in the 20 cm (8 in.) and 46 cm
(18 in.) vacuum jackets, respectively. It is obvious that it would
be desirable, to select a structural concept which allows only
minimal transfer of load to the vacuum jacket due to inner line
thermal contraction. This was done by including at least one
low stiffness convolute in each of the vacuum jacket design con-
cepts.
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Dynamic Analysis of Composite Vacuum Jacketed Lines. - The pur-
pose of the dynamic analysis was to determine the response of the
jacketed composite lines to the predicted Shuttle environments and
to ascertain whether or not these responses are excessive and
would prevent the use of the selected concepts on a Space Shuttle.
Dynamic models: The dynamic model is an analytical represen-
tation of the vacuum jacketed composite line. The intent of the
model is to emulate physical properties of the system (stiffness,
mass, and boundary conditions) in such a way as to yield the best
analytical representation of the true system.
The basic model consists of two parallel 6.1 m (20 ft) beams,
simulating the concentric (parallel) inner line and the vacuum
jacket, each having cross-sectional properties representative of
the actual tubes. Shell modes were determined to be in an appre-
ciably higher frequency range than the bending modes and, there-
fore, were neglected in the model and loads analyses. The sec-
tion properties used for the various line configurations and
vacuum jacket diameters are based on wall thickness of 0.008 cm
(0.003 in.) Inconel, and 0.051 cm (0.020 in.) S-Glass for diam-
eters up to 25.4 cm (10 in.) and 0.013 cm (0.005 in.) Inconel,
and 0.051 cm (0.020 in.) S-Glass for diameters greater than 25 cm
(10 in.). In addition, the vacuum jackets were stiffened radially.
The basic boundary condition was designed to simulate the end
fittings and represents a hinged end structure that will allow
relative rotation of the two beams, but no relative displacement
(lateral or longitudinal). In addition to the hinged ends, certain
configurations were analyzed with external supports within the
6.1 m (20 ft) span; this will be discussed in detail later.
The final design parameters included in the model were the
standoffs that separate the inner line and the vacuum jacket.
These standoffs are modeled by rigidly tying together the lateral
motions of the beams at regular intervals equal to the spacing of
the standoffs. Thus, the beams are forced to translate together
at these points and their rotations are still independent of
each other. Although the standoff supports were designed to pre-
vent the collapse of the jacket under external pressure, they
serve an additional structural purpose, which will be discussed
later.
Table VI delineates the details of the various configurations
analyzed.
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Vibration analysis: The objective of the vibration analysis
was to determine the model properties (i.e., mode shapes, frequen-
cies) for the various configurations, which in turn are used to
predict system response to the Shuttle environments. An additional
requirement, however, was that the natural frequencies of the lines
be greater than 20 Hz. This requirement was imposed to assure that
there would be no coupling between the vacuum jacketed lines and
any possible pogo phenomena that may occur during a Shuttle flight.
Table VII details the natural frequencies for the fundamental
modes of each of the systems. As can be seen from the data, vac-
uum jacketed line systems with no intermediate supports within the
6.1 m (20 ft) span did not meet the 20 Hz requirement. This was
especially true of lines with convoluted vacuum jackets, since the
convolutes represent small bending elements in the jacket wall,
tend to reduce the stiffness, and subsequently the system natural
frequencies. As a result of this data, developed for the 13 and
38 cm (5 and 15 in.) diameter inner lines, unsupported cases were
ruled out for the other line sizes. One or two external supports
over the 6.1 m (20 ft) span, were added as required to keep the
frequency above the 20 Hz minimum.
Loads analysis: A review of Shuttle dynamic environments,
such as steady-state acceleration, flight transients, and random
excitation, revealed that governing criteria for the vacuum .
jacketed lines is the random vibration environment. Therefore,
the loads analyses consisted of determining the response of the
lines to the applicable random vibration environment shown in
Figure 10, using the previously determined model properties.
The technique employed was to analytically subject the lines
to the input spectrum presented in Figure 10, and to determine
the 3o bending moments and deflections. Only the overall line
deflections were calculated, since the standoff supports elimi-
nate the rattlespace problem between the inner line and the
vacuum jacket.
In performing the analyses to determine the 3a bending
moments, only the nonconvolute jacket configurations were consid-
ered for the reason that the higher frequency nonconvolute lines
will experience higher accelerations, and subsequently higher
bending moments, than the corresponding lines with convolutes.
(This is based on the fact that higher frequency systems exper-
ience greater acceleration responses in a random vibration en-
vironment.) ' Since the nonconvolute line bending moments are
greater, they represent the worst case and are conservative for
use on the convoluted systems. The convolutes do not affect the
stress levels in the vacuum jackets and for a given moment both
the convoluted and nonconvoluted vacuum jacket will have the same
bending stress. In other words, the convolutes do not affect the
vacuum jacket structural response. The results of the loads anal-
ysis for the various configurations are shown in Table VIII.
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Table VII. - FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCIES
OF LINE CONFIGURATIONS
Case no.
'1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Lateral frequency,
Hz
23.07
7.97.
4.39
31.77
33.30
27.68
. 51.03
15.94
10.58
62.91
65.07
74.85
Number of
external supports
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
*Case numbers are defined in Table VI.
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TABLE VIII. - VACUUM JACKETED COMPOSITE LINES, MAXIMUM
3 a DEFLECTION AND 3 o BENDING MOMENTS
Case*
no.
1 .
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Maximum 3 o
deflection
cm (in.)
0.94 (0.371)
4.44 (1.748)
7.76 (3.057)
0.68 (0.268)
0.90 (0.356)
0.78 (0.307)
0.35 (0.136)
2.21 (0.872)
3.36 (1.324)
0.25 (0.098)
0.34 (0.133)
0.19 (0.076)
Inner line-maximum
3 o bending moments
N-m (in.-lb)
26.2 (232)
239 (2,115)
Not Computed
292 (2,580)
Not Computed
609 (5,391)
1,686 (14,920)
4,209 (37,250)
Not Computed
3,848 (34,060)
Not Computed
7,554 (66,860)
Vacuum jacket -maximum
3 o bending moments
N-m (in.-lb)
409 (3,620)
954 (8,442)
Not Computed
1,168 (10,340)
Not Computed
2,681 (23,730)
2,499 (22,120)
7,760 (68,680)
Not Computed
7,099 (62,830)
Not Computed
11,580 (102,500)
*Case numbers are defined in Table VI.
TABLE IX. - UNIT COST COMPARISON, 61 cm (24 in.) LONG LINEf
Concept
(Figs. 3 thru 7)
1
2
3 .
4
5
Inner Line Diameter,
13 cm (5 in.)
$ 1590
$ 1655
$ 1670
$ 1675
—
Inner Line
38 cm (15
$ 3450
$ 3587
$ 3698
$ 3685
$ 8215
Diameter
in.)
^Unit costs are based on a quantity of 2 units.
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Conclusions: From these analyses we conclude that 6.1 m
(20 ft) unsupported spans, whether convoluted or nonconvoluted,
are not acceptable within the limits of the 20-Hz minimum require-
ment, and that intermediate supports are required.
Stress analyses indicate that the bending moments computed for
both the inner line and the vacuum jackets are at acceptable levels
for Shuttle applications. The deflections computed have not been
evaluated in terms of acceptability since this depends on design
details of a Shuttle configuration and the proximity of the lines
to the spacecraft, but appear to be in an acceptable range.
Structural and Dynamic Analyses of Tension Membrane Vacuum
Jacket. These analyses were performed by the Grumman Aerospace
Corporation and are included in this report in Appendix E. The
results of these analyses are summarized in the following para-
graphs.
Structural analysis: The tension membrane shell consists of
a series of toroidal segments that carry load to intermediate
rings in suspension bridge fashion. Unlike sandwich and discrete
stiffener cylinder designs, the membrane shell is loaded in ten-
sion, and thus the material can operate at a stress close to its
yield point. The compact intermediate compression rings carry
the transverse component of the membrane load and are designed
from overall and local instability considerations. Although
material is used at a high efficiency in the membrane shell, it
is not able to sustain longitudinal loads unless supported at
its ends. In application to vacuum jacketed lines, it is conve-
nient to use the inner line to support the tension membrane shell
ends.
The key assumption in the formulation of the tension membrane
shell theory is that the membrane is permitted to buckle hoopwise
with the pressure load being carried along the meridian direction.
This expected physical behavior can be incorporated into the anal-
ysis in one of two ways:
1) assume that the hoop stress resultant is equal to zero, or
2) analyze the membrane as an orthotropic shell with its
circumferential modulus of elasticity small compared to
its meridional modulus.
If the annulus, between the outer shell and the pressure vessel
is specified, then for a given membrane depth, a design exists for
each ring spacing, and weight, per unit length of outer shell can be
computed. As the ring spacing decreases, the r^, radius of curva-
ture of the membrane decreases, and the required jacket thickness
is reduced. With the skin at minimum thickness, ring spacings
were further decreased beyond the minimum weight point to reduce
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the axial load produced by the membrane for reasons of compatibil-
ity with the inner line design. The inner line design placed a max-
imum compressive limit load on the LH£ line to 175 N/cm (100 lb/
in.) of circumference. This load was achieved by holding the sag
of the catenary constant while decreasing the ring spacing. From
a dynamic (vibration) viewpoint, such designs of increased flexi-
bility exhibit high flexural stresses. To reduce the flexibility
and flexural stresses, the final design maintains the same meri-
dional radius of curvature (hence the same catenary tension) but
reduces the sag by introducing flats over the rings.
Acoustic analysis: Requirements for the tension membrane test
specimen include withstanding an acoustic noise level of 160 dB
applied for 450 sec and 167 dB applied for 60 sec. The method of
analysis used is depicted in Appendix E.
The analysis shows that the maximum dynamic stress will be
12,170 N/cm2 (17,385 psi), sustained for approximately 26,000
cycles. The endurance limit for 321 stainless steel is 26,200
N/cm2 (38,000 psi), indicating that the planned exposure is safe
from a sonic fatigue consideration.
Lateral structural vibration of full tension membrane: A
dynamic analysis of the tension membrane vacuum jacket was per-
formed to determine its response to the required acceleration spec-
tral density given in Figure 10. The fundamental natural fre-
quencies, G levels, and displacements were determined for several
unsupported jacket lengths. The effective jacket flexural stiff-
ness for the analysis was obtained using the Grumman STARS (shells
of revolution) computer program. The analysis incorporated both
isotropic and orthotropic behavior of the membrane. For ortho-
tropic behavior, the modulus of elasticity in the hoop direction
was assumed to be equal to 10% of the modulus in the axial direc-
tion. This analysis is presented in Appendix E. The calculations
show that the peak stress in the 0.010 cm (0.004 in.) steel mem-
brane reaches 86,100 N/cm2 (125,000 psi) at the edge of the ring
for a 3.05 m (10 ft) support spacing and is somewhat lower for
a 1.52 m (5 ft) spacing. A 6.10 m (20 ft) support spacing is
unacceptable since the maximum deflection exceeds the clearance
between the jacket and the inner line. For a 3.05 m (10 ft)
support spacing and assuming an orthotropic membrane, a 3.02 cm
(1.19 in.) jacket deflection coupled with a 0.203 cm (0.080 in.)
line deflection leaves a sufficient gap remaining from a 3.80 cm
(1~.5 in.) initial gap'. *
If the strength of .the steel membrane is not greater than the
86,100 N/cm2 (125,000 psi) level, a small thickness increase will
be required in the membrane in the vicinity of the rings.
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It should be noted that the foregoing analysis takes no theo-
retical advantage of the longitudinal tension already existing to
increase the stiffness of the membrane. At 6.10 m (20 ft) spans,
this would be an important effect.
Longitudinal acceleration: The effect of longitudinal accel-
eration is to produce a tensile loading in the outer jacket, sim-
ilar to the loading produced by pressure. Combining pressure and
axial acceleration will produce an increase in the maximum ten-
sile stress in the outer jacket. The effect of longitudinal
acceleration, however, is small compared to the effect of pressure.
The load due to external pressure is approximately 175 N/cm (100
Ib/in.) and the load due to acceleration is 3.2 N/cm (1.8 lb/in.).
Weight Analysis. - Total vacuum jacketed line weights were
calculated for line diameters up to 25 cm (10 in.) with an opera-
ting pressure of 42 N/cm2 (60 psi) absolute and for line diameters
over 25 cm (10 in.) with an operating pressure of 69 N/cm2 (100
psi) absolute. The theoretical weights for each concept are given
in Figures 11 and 12. Weights are presented for the tension mem-
brane both in the overwrapped configuration and bare metal config-
uration because some protective cover may be required on the ten-
sion membrane to prevent damage for flight configuration. The
weight calculations show that there is very little difference in
weight between the design concepts considered.
Cost Analysis. - Fabrication costs using stainless steel and
aluminum vacuum jacket liners were estimated for each of the
selected design concepts based on the test specimen configuration.
These costs are provided in Table IX.
Vacuum Acquisition and Maintenance. - Thermal performance of
a vacuum jacketed line is a direct function of the vacuum level in
the annulus. An advantage of a pre-evacuated line is that it is
ready for use long before mission time since the pre-evacuation is
carried out during fabrication.. A disadvantage is that an extreme-
ly low leak rate is required of all components making up the vac-
uum jackets so that a preflight vacuum pump-down will not be nec-
essary.
Whether or not the various concepts can be successfully pre-
evacuated is directly related to the quality of the construction
and the outgassing of nonmetallic materials in the vacuum annulus.
All selected design concepts are considered to be pre-evacuated
systems. For the tension membrane, this will serve to rigidize
the specimen making handling and shipping easier.
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Before sealing the vacuum annulus a preconditioning process
should be carried out. This process should include (1) chemical
cleaning of all components, (2) 100% x-ray inspection of all
welds to ensure leak free welds, (3) helium leak check of the
inner line, (4) bake-out at a specified temperature and for a
specified time depending on the materials used, and (5) helium
leak check of the outer jacket.
The desired level of sealed vacuum may not be maintained with
some concepts, due to material applications or construction tech-
niques. In this case, an internal vacuum pump can be installed
in the line and can.be operated continuously. This would replace
ground pumping before flight and maintenance between missions.
The simplicity and ruggedness of the magnetic ion pump make it
most suitable for this application. Additionally, the pump can
also be used as a vacuum gage by reading the current that it
draws. This system is most commonly applied to systems with
severe requirements, 10 2 N/cm2 (10 ** torr) or lower.
Concept Evaluation Summary.- The evaluation of the various
design concepts was performed before fabrication and testing of
the specimens. The evaluation indicated that all concepts are
structurally sound and capable of meeting anticipated Space
Shuttle requirements. A comparison of the predicted weights
shewed that there is very little difference in weight between
the various concepts, with the tension membrane having the lowest
potential weight. A comparison of fabrication costs predicted
that aluminum vacuum jackets would be significantly more expen-
sive than steel. This conclusion is based on the assumption
that the inner line is steel and that an aluminum to steel tran-
sition joint is required. The cost analysis also indicated that
the tension membrane is more costly than the other concepts by
a factor of 2-K
Based on the concept evaluation performed during the early
phase of the program, none of the design concepts showed clear
superiority over the others. The tension membrane was the least
weight but also the most costly. One concept may be superior
for specific mission requirements, depending upon parameter sen-
sitivities, i.e., weight, cost, thermal performance, and loads.
The design concepts were compared again after fabrication and test-
ing of the test specimens were completed.
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Vacuum Jacket
See concept
detail.
Inner Line
Concept 1
Concept 2
Concept 3
Concept 4
Figure 8. - Circumferential Stiffener Concepts
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PRELIMINARY TESTING
A preliminary testing program was conducted to evaluate design
and fabrication techniques planned for the program. Vacuum jacket
structural integrity, bonding composite materials to metal liners
and composite outgassing was evaluated. The following paragraphs
discuss the testing that was performed and results.
Vacuum Shell Integrity Tests. - External pressure testing was
conducted on two prototype composite vacuum jackets and the ten-
sion membrane vacuum jacket. The configuration of the composite
vacuum jackets tested is defined by the design details in Table X.
Each of the test specimens was placed in a pressure chamber, as
shown in Figure 13, the vacuum annulus of the test specimen was
evacuated, and the chamber was pressurized until the test specimen
collapsed under external pressure. Failure was noted by a sudden
change in vacuum annulus pressure. The first test specimens col-
lapsed at a pressure differential of 19.8 N/cm2 (28.7 psid), and
the second, of a different design, at 45.3 N/cm2 (65.7 psid).
Both failed at 82% of theoretical collapse pressure. This cor-
relation between theoretical and test actuals was considered ac- '
ceptable and provided confidence in both the fabrication and ana-
lytical techniques used.
External pressure testing of the tension membrane vacuum jac-
ket was performed by Grumman Aerospace Corporation with the tension
membrane welded to a stainless steel dummy inner line. The vacuum
annulus was evacuated to 0.03 N/cm2 (0.05 psi) absolute and cycled
back to ambient pressure nine times to verify structural integrity.
Strain gage measurements were made during the pressure cycling and
transformed into hoop and longitudinal stresses. Based on the
material thickness of 0.019 cm (0.0075 in.) in the center bay (as
determined by Vida gage after chem-milling), and assuming that
all the load is carried longitudinally, the stress was calculated
to be 5840 N/cm2 (8470 psi). The yield stress of 321 annealed
stainless steel is 24,000 to 31,000 N/cm2 (35,000 to 45,000 psi)
providing a factor of safety of: o '
FS . 24.000 . 4 i
5840 *••"•
when the tension membrane is subjected to the external pressure
loading of 10.1 N/cm2 (14.7 psi). Additional details pertaining
to tension membrane testing are provided in Appendix E.
Bonding Tensile Test. - Bonding tensile tests were performed
to evaluate the bonding characteristics of the composite overwrap
to the metal inner line and vacuum jacket liners. The tests were
performed on one inch square bonded test coupons by pulling the
coupons apart with a tensile testing machine. Test coupons were
made using a thin sheet of Inconel 718 bonded to S-Glass (Epon
828-V40 resin) overwrap. The thin metallic liner was cleaned in
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accordance with the procedure defined in the fabrication section
of this report, and was bonded to the overwrap on one side and to
1.59 cm (0.625 in.) thick steel blocks on the other side using Hysol
934 adhesive. A photograph of-a typical test coupon before and
after testing is shown in Figure 14. Results of the testing are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
Inconel 718 and S-Glass test coupons (58-68R resin system):
The tensile coupons tested at ambient temperature had an average
bond strength of 465 N/cm2 (765 lb/in.2). The highest value was
672 N/cm2 (975 lb/in.2) and the lowest value was 338 N/cm2 (490
lb/in.2). The loads were measured using a tensile machine with
the load being applied at a rate of 2224 N/min (500 Ib/min) ..
The tensile coupons tested at 97.2 (-285°F) had an average
bond strength of 1324 N/cm2 (1920 lb/in.2). The highest value was
1482 N/cm2 (2150 lb/in.2) and the lowest value was 827 N/cm2 (1200
lb/in.2). These loads were measured using an Instron Model TTC
Universal Tensile Test Machine with the load being applied at a
rate of 0.05 cm (0.02 in.) per minute.
304 stainless steel and S-Glass test coupons (Epon 828 mpda
resin system): The tensile tests were conducted at ambient tem-
perature using a tensile machine with the loads being applied at
2224 N (500 Ib) per minute. The coupons had an average bond
strength of 374 N/cm2 (543 lb/in.2). The highest value was 493
N/cm2 (715 lb/in.2) and the lowest value was 183 N/cm2 (266
lb/in.2).
•
Failure mode: All of the test coupons failed at the Hysol
adhesive interface and not at the bonded composite interface with
the metal. Therefore, the actual bond strength of the composite
to the metal liner was not determined but was shown to be greater
than the values given above.
At this point in the program, it was believed that the criteria
for a successful bond with adequate margin was 25.3 N/cm2 (36.7
lb/in.2), which provides a 2.5 safety factor for tension loading,
as applied by external pressure. Of all the coupons tested, the
lowest bond strength was 183 N/cm2 (266 lb/in.2), or a factor of
7.2 times the required strength. Thus, the need for more exten-
sive testing and a more accurate determination of Bond strength
was not recognized. It was found later that bond strength in peel
is also critical to the vacuum jacketed design, This ±s discussed
in the Design and Fabrication sections.
Composite Outgassing Tests. - Testing was performed to determine
the outgassing characteristics of S-Glass and 58-68R resin systems
in a typical vacuum jacket annulus. Test samples were made from
1.90 cm (0.75 in.) diameter composite tubes that were overwrapped
and cured to the same procedure as planned for the inner line of
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the vacuum jacketed composite lines. Immediate indications from
the testing were that composite post curing would be required to
reduce outgassing rates to acceptable levels. Samples of S-Glass
and 58-68R resin composites were prepared and postcured as follows:
Specimen 1 - Postcured at a temperature of 413 K (285°F) and
a vacuum of 10~3 N/cm2 (10~5 torr) for 48 hours."
Specimen 2 - Postcured at a temperature of 413 K (285°F) and
a vacuum of 10~3 N/cm2 (10~5 torr) for 72 hours.
Vacuum thermal weight loss tests that involved continuously
measuring the specimen weight in a vacuum were performed at ambi-
ent temperature for 72 hours. The results of these tests are plot-
ted in Figures 15 and 16. Specimen 1 (48-hr postcure) experienced
weight reduction for 54 hours and then stabilized, i.e., no further
weight reduction was detected. Specimen 2 experienced weight loss
for 12 hours with the major loss occurring in the first 2 hours of
the test. The steep portion of this curve shows the specimen giv-
ing off moisture that had been absorbed after the postcure and be-
fore the start of the test. The dramatic difference in the two
curves is an indication that the optimum postcure time is somewhere
between 48 and 72 hours.
It was concluded from these tests that a 72-hour vacuum post-
cure would be required for the composite on the inner lines to
assure capability to maintain a vacuum in the vacuum jacketed
lines.
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Pressure gage
GN2 supply
Vacuum
source
valve
A
Vacuum
Pump
Thermocouple vacuum
gage 10-1 N/on2 to
2000 N/cm2 (10-3
torr to 20 torr) f
Absolute pressure gage
(External pressure)
Pressure chamber
-Vacuum annulus
-Test specimen
Figure 13.- Vacuum Shell Integrity Test Configuration
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+0.1
Initial weight = 1,196.050 mg
Specimen 1;
-0.6
1)
2)
3)
Sample: S-Glass in S8-68R Resin.
Sample Postcure: 72 hr at 413 K
(285°F) in a vacuum less than
1.3xlO-3 N/m2 (10~5 torr).
Test was run at 294 K (70°F) in a
vacuum of l.SxlO-1* N/m2 (10~6 torr) .
Final weight =
1,195.690 mg
12 24 36
Time, hr
, 48
I I I
60 72
Figure 15.- Outgassing Test Results after Test Sample 1
Had Been Vacuum Fostcured for 48 Hours
Specimen 2;
1) Sample: S-Glass in 58-68R Resin
2) Sample Postcure: 48 hr at 413 K (285°F) in
a vacuum less than 1.3xlO~3 N/m2 (10-5 torr).
3) Test was run at 294 K C70°F) in a vacuum of
1.3x10-* N/m2 (10-6 torr).
Initial weight - 2,549,6710 mg
-0.04
Final Weight •
2,549.6489 mg
I I I I 1 I I I
12 24 36
Time, hr
60 72
Figure 16.- Outgassing Test Results after Test Sample 2
Had Been Vacuum Postcured for 72 Hours
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TEST ITEM DESIGN
Using the results of preliminary tests and the design informa-
tion developed during concept design evaluation, six each 13
cm (5 in.) and six each 38 cm (15 in.) ID vacuum jacketed composite
lines were designed depicting each of the selected concept config-
urations. The designs consisted of 63.5 cm (25 in.) long line sec-
tions with end fittings, vacuum instrumentation, and all necessary
hardware. Additional design included thermal and strain instru-
mentation for use in the test program, and special overwrap and
leak test tooling.
The vacuum jacketed composite line configurations, which were
selected at the completion of these analyses, are representative of
the liquid hydrogen feedlines required for Space Shuttle and Space
Tug.
Physical Dimensions and Properties. - Physical dimensions and
properties of the inner lines and the vacuum jackets for each of the
selected design concepts are shown in Table XI.
Detailed engineering drawings were prepared for each design
concept and copies of the drawings were included in the Second
Quarterly Progress Narrative (ref. 3). The materials of construc-
tion and fabrication techniques are summarized in the fabrication
section of this report.
Design Objective. - The design objective was to develop workable
designs for each of the selected design concepts by applying tech-
nology from earlier composite feedline studies to vacuum jacketed
composite feedlines. The design criteria, which were major con-
siderations in the test item design, were defined in Table I.
End Fitting Design. - The criteria for end fitting design in-
cluded:
1) capabilities of the various liner fabricators to weld thin
foil to a relatively thick section of flange;
 t
2) ease of assembly of the vacuum jackets over the inner
lines;
3) thermal mass, stress concentration, and vacuum carry-
through capability of vacuum jacket end fittings;
4) closure of the vacuum annulus;
5) ease of connecting composite tubes to other composite
sections and to metallic end caps;
6) butt weld type fittings were selected for joining two
sections of vacuum jacketed line to minimize weight and leakage.
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The thickness of the main body of the end fitting is control-
led by three factors: (1) minimum thickness to withstand internal
pressure (inner line) and external pressure (vacuum jacket); maxi-
mum thickness permitted by the welding process that is generally
three times the liner thickness; and (3) the required thickness to
join the tube to an adjacent component. Diagrams of the end fit-
tings designed for the various test items are shown in Figure 17.
The end fitting selected for the 38 cm (15 in.) diameter inner
lines was designed for a resistance welded liner-to-end-fitting-
joint. The end fitting selected for the 13 cm (5 in.) diameter in-
ner lines is similar to the large fitting except for the weld prep
area which is shaped to provide an approximately equal area for
effective weld heat buildup during welding. This style of end
fitting is designed for a fusion weld liner-to-end-fitting-joint.
The end fittings selected for the 46 and 20 cm (18 and 8 in.) vacu-
um jackets, were designed to be fusion-welded to the thin vacuum
jacket liner and heliarc-TIG welded to the thick portion of the
inner line end fittings. Figure 18 shows typical installation of
the vacuum jacket end fitting over the inner line end fitting.
Figure 19 shows typical installation of the tension membrane end
fitting over the inner line end fitting.
Inner Line Design. - The inner line design analyses (liner
heat treat versus annealed, bonding, torsion loading, and tension
loading are included in Appendix A. The final conclusion after
Pr
considering analyses results, and the S = — relationship, was that
liner material thickness is determined by minimum gage manufactu-
ing and handling limitations. A design objective was to not exceed
the yield stress of the liner material at the line working pres-
sure. This was easily achieved by 0.008 and 0.013 cm (0.003 and
0.005 in.) heat treated Inconel 718 with a yield strength of
114,000 N/cm2 (165,000 psi). The hoop stresses, at working pres-
sure are 34,500 N/cra2 (50,000 psi) and 103,000 N/cm2 (150,000 psi)
for the 13 cm (5 in.) and 38 cm (15 in.) diameter lines, respec-
tively.
This design approach results in the overwrap providing addi-
tional design margin and handling capability. It is significant
that the overwrap is not required for pressure loading.
Vacuum Jacket Design. - The structural design analyses of the
vacuum jackets for radial and axial external pressure loading,
performed during concept evaluation, determined the liner and over-
wrap thickness, convolute size and spacing, standoff support con-
figuration and spacing, and the tension membrane configurations.
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Test Item Assembly Design. - To facilitate testing and to
test a typical joint configuration, the vacuum jacketed composite
line test configuration consisted of two like design concepts
butt-welded together as shown in Figure 20. Heavy weight tube
caps were used for interfacing with the test facility. Thermo-
couples and strain gages were designed .for installation as shown
by Figure 20, and are indicated by Tl, T2 . . . and SI, S2, . . .,
respectively. The instrumentation wiring was fed through the
vacuum end closure via vacuum connectors. The vacuum annulus of
each tube was manifolded together with 1.27 cm (0.50 in.) diameter
tubing to a VEECO vacuum isolation valve. A cold cathode ioniza-
tion gage was provided in the manifold for monitoring vacuum in
the range of lO"1 to I0~k N/cm2 (10~3 to lO"6 torr).
Tooling. - Concurrent with the test item design a mechanical
fixture to serve as a leak check tool, proof pressure tool, and
overwrap tool was also designed. Figure 21 shows the basic de-
sign concept of the tool. Separate fixtures were designed for
each different diameter tube and vacuum jacket. A heavy weight
inner line was used for structural integrity and leak checks on
the tension membrane jacket.
Vacuum Jacket Design Modification. - Upon initial pump-down
of the vacuum jacket annulus, a collapse of the vacuum jacket was
experienced due to external pressure. Failure analysis (Appendix -
D) revealed that the bond of the glass-fiber overwrap to the metal
liner had failed, thus exposing the liner to total external pres-
sure loading. Investigation and testing performed during the fail-
ure analysis showed that the bond line was loaded in peel instead
of pure tension. The bonding strength in peel was poor, even on
specially prepared test samples. It was further found that when
the composite structure was loaded, but in a manner so as not to
load the bond line, the structure developed anticipated strength.
As a result of this failure and subsequent analysis, it was
concluded that the concept of using a very thin metallic liner
bonded to a glass-fiber overwrap was not workable with the sur-
face preparation and bonding techniques used. While others have
had success in making bonds with good peel strength using dif-
ferent resin systems and surface roughing techniques, it was ap-
parent that bonding development beyond the scope of this contract
would be required to obtain an acceptable process. This conclusion
led to the development of an evacuated bag, which was placed over
the composite vacuum jackets during testing, and to the redesign
of the vacuum jacket liners.
A typical evacuated bag installation on the composite vacuum
jackets is shown by Figure 22. The effect of the evacuated bag
was to transfer the external pressure loading to the outside of
the composite structure and thus eliminate the loading on the
bond. This configuration proved successful and was used on the
remaining composite vacuum jackets throughout the test program.
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The vacuum jacket redesign consisted of increasing the liner
wall thickness, as required, to withstand external pressure load-
ing without a requirement to bond the liner to the overwrap. The
overwrap is still applied to provide liner protection in handling
and additional structural margin. Calculated metal liner thick-
nesses required for the composite vacuum jacket design are pro-
vided in Table XII.
TABLE XII. REQUIRED VACUUM JACKET LINER THICKNESS TO WITHSTAND
25 N/cm2 (36.7 psi) EXTERNAL PRESSURE VERSUS LINER DIAMETER
Vacuum jacket
diameter (OD)
cm (in.)
13 (5)
20 (8)
33 (13)
46 (18)
58 (23)
Liner gage
cm (in.)
0.025 (0.010)
0.030 (0.012)
0.035 (0.014)
0.041 (0.016)
0.046 (0.018)
Without overwrap, the metal liner thickness required for external
pressure does not provide adequate resistance to damage for handling
during installation or maintenance. Since the overwrap is of very
low density, the overwrapped line is of lighter weight than the
conventional all-metal, vacuum jacketed line which would require
a thicker metal gage.
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FABRICATION
The fabrication effort consisted of the following major func-
tions :
1) evaluating and selecting vendors;
2) fabricating liners;
3) fabricating end fittings;
4) joining liners and end fittings;
5) overwrapping and curing the assembly (except tension mem-
brane vacuum jacket);
6) mounting instrumentation;
7) joining inner liners and vacuum jackets; and
8) performing various in-process leak checks.
The materials, manufacturing and welding techniques, along
with fitting fabrication and fitting attachment processes used to
produce the test item inner liner, were similar to those developed
on earlier programs. New techniques, however, were required to
fabricate vacuum jacket liners and to overwrap internal and ex-
ternal convolutes. The quantities fabricated were:
six-13 cm (5 in.) diameter inner lines
six-38 cm (15 in.) diameter inner lines
six-20 cm (8 in.) diameter vacuum jackets
six-46 cm (18 in.) diameter vacuum jackets (includes 2 tension
membrane vacuum jackets).
The general fabrication sequence for the test items is de-«-
picted by the flow charts shown in Figures 23 through 26.
End Fitting Fabrication.- The requirements of the program dic-
tated that butt-weld style, flight-weight fittings be used on the
test specimens. The weld prep configurations of the end fittings,
where the liner is joined to the end fitting, were developed by the
liner fabricators.
To facilitate assembly of the vacuum jacket over the inner
line, the end fittings of the vacuum jacket were dimensionally
controlled to provide a minimum clearance fit over the inner line
end fittings. One end fitting was machined to a smaller outside
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diameter than the other to facilitate assembly. All composite
line end fittings were made of 304 stainless steel. The 13 cm
(5 in.) inner line end fittings were machined from sections of
pipe. The 38 cm (15 in.) inner line end fittings were machined
from rings that were rolled from flat stock and seam welded. The
vacuum jacket end fittings were machined from a solid plate.
Liner Fabrication and Joining End Fittings.- The three differ-
ent methods of liner fabrication that were used include resistance
welded, fusion welded from stock of desired final thickness, and,
for the tension membrane, fusion welded from thick stock and chem-
milled to desired final thickness. The type of weld used to form
the liner was also used to attach the end fitting (either resistance
or fusion welding).
Resistance welding technique: Resistance welding the inner
liner (Fig. 27) required the liner to be roll-formed to the de-
sired diameter with a slight overlap and mating surface. An anode
was placed in the liner and a resistance weld run down the length
of tube. The excess overlap on both the inside and outside of the
tube was then peeled away from the weld. After peeling the end fit-
tings were installed on the liner using the same welding technique.
A major advantage of this weld method is that heat treating and age
hardening can be performed before resistance welding, and the low
heat and small heat-affected-zone do not degrade the heat treat.
The 38 cm (15 in.) inner lines were all fabricated by resis-
tance welding, one of which is shown in Figure 28.
Fusion welding technique: The liner was formed by rolling a
tube of the final thickness material (Inconel 718) to the proper
diameter and preparing each of the butting edges with a slight
curl. The seam along the length of the liner was then fusion
welded polished and planished, thus making the weld area conform
to overall tube size with no weld buildup inside or outside the
tube. Next, inner line liners were heat treated and age hardened,
followed by fusion welding of the end fittings. The vacuum jac-
kets were fusion welded but not heat treated; convolutes were
formed and end fittings were fusion welded to each end.
This fusion welding process was used for the 13 cm (5 in.)
diameter inner lines and all of the vacuum jackets except the ten-
sion membrane. Figures 29 through 33 show a typical assembly of
each design concept.
Fusion welding from thick stock and chem-milling to the desired
final thickness: The liner was formed by rolling a tube from
0.046 cm (0.018 in.) thick stock (321 stainless steel) to 38.4
(15.1) diameter and preparing each of the butting edges with a
slight curl. The seam along the length of the liner was then
fusion welded, polished and planished, thus making the weld area
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conform to overall tube size with no weld buildup inside or out-
side the tube. The liner was then pressure formed into the ten-
sion membrane configuration and chem-milled to the desired thick-
ness [0.018 cm (0.007 in.) through 0.025 (0.010 in.) thick sec-
tions]. This technique of liner fabrication was used only on the
tension membrane concept. Figure 34 shows the completed tension
membrane vacuum jacket.
Convolute formation: Before installing end fittings on the
composite vacuum jacket liners, convolutes were roll formed into ;
the vacuum jackets. Two types of convolutes were used; internal
and external. The convolutes served to increase the structural
capability of the vacuum jacket and/or provide an expansion/con-
traction capability.
The external convolutes were formed one convolute at a time.
An internal, six piece, mechanical, expanding, pie die was used in
conjunction with finishing rollers to form the convolute (Fig. 35).
Starting with an annealed liner, a properly sized pie die was in-
stalled inside the liner and expanded to one-quarter the desired .-,..
convolute height. The pie die was then contracted and rotated 0.5 >
rad (30 deg). It was again expanded, this time to one-half the
desired convolute height. This procedure was repeated at three-
quarters the desired convolute height and at the final desired con-
volute height. Rotating the pie die served to reduce the flat
areas developed at the split portions of the die. However, since
the rotating procedure did not completely eliminate the flat spots,
it was necessary to use finishing rollers to finish the convolute.
A roller machined to the convolute shape was set inside the liner ?
in the convolute. Two rollers straddled the convolute on the out- .;,
side of the liner. Simultaneously, all rollers then traveled
around the convolute smoothing the flat areas. The convolute was
then complete. The process was repeated for each convolute. The
liners did not require any additional annealing during the various
formation heights of the convolutes.
The internal convolutes were formed, one convolute at a time.
An internal mandrel with the proper number and shape of convolutes
was used with an external roller to form the convolutes (Fig. 36).
.Starting with an annealed liner, .the mandrel was installed inside
the liner. A regulated constant force was applied to the external
roller forming the convolute to one-quarter its desired depth. The
liner was allowed to float on the internal mandrel and the roller
was rotated forming -the convolute. After one revolution, the force
on the roller was increased, another revolution was made and the
convolute was at one-half the desired depth. A total of 4 revolu-.
tions are required to reach the desired convolute depth. The proc-
ess was repeated for the desired number of convolutes. The convolutes
achieved by this process are smooth and do not require additional
finishing. The liners do not require additional annealing during the
various formation depths of the convolutes. Internal convolutes were
used on two of the 20 cm (8 in.) diameter vacuum jackets.
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The tension membrane shown in Figure 37 is formed using an
entirely different process. After fusion welding, the liner is
annealed and is installed in a hydrostatic bulging die. The
liner is prebulged, annealed, and then final-formed. After form-
ing, the liners are chem-milled to the final jacket thickness.
The tension membrane requires support rings (Fig. 38) for
structural integrity. After installing support rings, strain
gages, vacuum valve, vacuum sensor, and instrumentation feed-
throughs, the tension membrane was welded to a composite inner
line resulting in the completed assembly shown in Figure 39.
Two tension membrane assemblies were fabricated. Additional
fabrication details are provided in Appendix E.
Overwrap Application. - After inner line and vacuum jacket
liner assemblies were complete, they were prepared for overwrap.
All liners were overwrapped" except the tension membrane vacuum
jackets. Just before overwrap, the liners were cleaned to pre-
pare the liner surfaces for bonding the glass/resin matrix to the
liners. The cleaning procedure used was as follows:
1) the liner was degreased with methyl-ethyl-ketone and
toluene;
2) the liner was thoroughly washed with an alkaline detergent
at 311 to 344 K (100 to 160°F) consisting of the following:
parts/weight
Sodium metasilicate 3.0
Tetrasodium pyrophosphate 1.5
Sodium hydroxide 1.5
Nacconal NR (Allied Chemical Company) 0.5
Distilled water 134.0
3) rinsed thoroughly with cold, running tap water, followed
by distilled water;
4) air dried at ambient temperature as observed by visual
inspection;
5) brushed over area to be bonded with Pasa-Jell 105, let
set for 30 minutes, and rinsed thoroughly with tap water;
6) applied the overwrap within two hours after rinsing off
the Pasa-Jell 105.
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The overwrap on the inner lines consisted of three distinct
layers: hoop, longitudinal strips of cloth, and hoop, applied
in that order. The hoop roving was applied under 1.4 kg (3 Ib)
wrap tension. The longitudinal cloth was laid the length of the
liner, and consisted of equal widths of cloth separated by equal
width gaps. The hoop wound glass-fiber roving was 20 end S/HTS-
901 fibers preimpregnated with 58-68R resin. The longitudinally
laid cloth was 1557 glass, hand-impregnated with 58-68R resin.
The resin content was 20 to 25%. The hopj> wound roving was ap-
plied at a rate of 6.3 turns/cm (16 turns/in.). Required instru-
mentation was installed on the longitudinal cloth and secured in
place when the final hoop layer of overwrap was applied. Table
XIII shows specific details of the overwrap of the inner lines.
The 58-68R resin matrix and cloth mat require a cure cycle at
elevated temperatures. The composite cure cycle used on the
inner lines is depicted in Figure 40. Constant positive internal
pressure was maintained during overwrap and cure. In addition to
the overwrap already defined, four of the 38 cm (15 in.) inner
lines required additional overwrap. A center support pad con-
sisting of 12 layers of cloth 2.0 cm (0.8 in.) wide was applied
around the circumference of the tube. The resin matrix and cure
cycle were identical to that used on the inner line with positive
pressure maintained in the line during cure.
TABLE XIII.- INNER LINE TEST ITEM OVERWRAP PARAMETERS
Test item
13 cm
(5 in.)
Diameter
Inner Line
38 cm
(15 in.)
Diameter
Inner Line
Quantity
6
6
Liner
Internal
Pressure
N/cm2 (psi)
13.8 (20)
10.3 (15)
Overwrap
tension per
20 ends
kg (Ib)
1.4 (3.0)
1.4 (3.0)
Longitudinal
cloth width
and gap
cm (in.)
2.2 (0.87)
2.2 (0.87)
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The overwrap on the vacuum jackets consisted of two layers ap-
plied at a (+) and (-) 0.09 rad (5 deg) angle, criss-cross pat-
tern. The glass-fiber roving was 20 end S/HTS-901 fibers preim-
pregnated with Epon 828-mpda resin.. The resin content was 32 to
38%
Required instrumentation was installed under the last layer of
overwrap. Table XIV shows specific details of the overwrap of the
vacuum jackets. The Epon 828-mpda resin matrix requires a cure
cycle at elevated temperatures. Several combinations of time and
temperature are acceptable. Figure 41 shows the cure temperature
profile used for the vacuum jackets. Positive internal pressure
was maintained during overwrap and cure. In addition to the over-
wrap already defined, two of the 20 cm (8 in.) vacuum jackets re-
quired additional overwrap. Concept 1 required additional hoop
rings around the circumference of the tube. The layers of hoop
roving were applied over a 0.3 cm (0.125 in.) width 14 equal
spaces along the vacuum jacket. The wrap tension, roving, resin
matrix, and cure cycle were identical to that used on the jacket.
Positive pressure was again maintained during overwrap and cure.
Figure 42 shows an overwrapped inner liner with a center support
pad.
Hoop support rings: The hoop support rings used in Concept 3
were fabricated by wrapping 12 layers of hoop roving to a width
of 0.19 cm (0.075 in.) on a mandrel 46 cm (18 in.) in diameter,
and curing the resin matrix. The hoop rings were then cut from
the mandrel and splice taken out. When installed in side the
vacuum jackets (Fig. 46), the rings exert a small radial force on
the liner. With the ends butted together, the ring will take com-
pressive loads. Forty-four of the support rings were required.
TABLE XIV.- VACUUM JACKET TEST ITEM OVERWRAP PARAMETERS
Test
Item
20 cm
(8 in.)
diameter
vacuum j acket
46 cm
(18 in.)
diameter
vacuum jacket
Quantity
6
4
Liner internal
pressure
N/cm2 (psi)
12.4 (18)
6,2 (9)
Overwrap tension
per 20 ends
kg (Ib)
1.4 (3)
1.4 (3)
Wrap angle (+)
(-) per 2 layers
rad (deg)
0.09 (5)
0.09 (5)
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The wrap tension, roving, resin matrix, and cure cycle were
identical to that used on the inner lines.
Composite structural supports: All of the 46 cm (18 in.)
vacuum jackets required internal standoff supports.
The standoffs were fabricated by laying cloth and roving over
a matched metal tool, formed to a 2.1 rad (120 deg) segment of a
circular I-beam (Fig. 47). The cloth used in the layup was 181,
while 20 end S/HTS-901 was used as the roving. The 58-68R resin
matrix was used with an elevated temperature cure. The matched
tool was clamped to provide restraint to the composite during the
cure cycle. Twelve composite I-beams were constructed for use in
the four 46 cm (18 in.) vacuum jackets. Three of the I-beams
were installed in each jacket forming one continuous I-beam around
the circumference. The I-beam was joined with aluminum splice
tabs and if 10 screws. When the vacuum jacket assembly is installed
properly over the inner line, the I-beam will rest over the inner
pad forming a structural tie between the vacuum jacket and the
inner line, normally called the standoff. In a total vacuum con-
dition, i.e., in space, there will be a thermally efficient gap
between the standoff and the inner line.
In-Process Leak Checks.- Two types of in-process leak checks
were performed on the test items. These were helium mass spec-
trometer and dye penetrant leak checks. Dye penetrant leak checks
were made on the liner and end fitting welds. Low pressure hel-
ium mass spectrometer leak checks were performed on the completed
liner assemblies by the liner fabricators. Safety restrictions
and/or material yield strength precluded leak checks at operating .
pressure until the overwrap system was installed and cured. Upon
receipt of the test items from the vendors, another low pressure
helium leak check was performed to determine if any damage occur-
red during shipping. The final in-process leak check at operating
pressure was performed after the assembly had been overwrapped and
cured. The results of the leak checks are covered in the Testing
section.
Insulation Installation.- To improve the emissivity charac-
teristics of the composite inner lines, one layer of double alum-
inized '4-mil mylar was installed over the composite. Figure 48
shows a typical installation of the aluminized mylar.
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Required Modification and Fabrication Problems.- During fabri-
cation of the various test items, the following problems which re-
quired some modification of the design criteria were encountered:
Inner line liners [13 cm (5 in.)]: The system operating pres-
sure of 41 N/cm2 (60 psi) absolute, dictated that the lines could
be fabricated at the previously established minimum gage for com-
posite lines, which was 0.008 cm (0.003 in.). Upon receipt of the
13 cm (5 in.) diameter inner lines from the fabricators, the helium
mass spectrometer leak check revealed unacceptable leakage rates in
all six of the inner line assemblies. The inner lines were returned
to the fabricator where an attempt was made to salvage the lines by
repairing the leaking welds. Three of the lines were salvaged. Be-
fore proceeding with refabrication of the other three, the vendor
required an increase in the tube thickness from 0.008 to 0.013 cm
(0.003 to 0.005 in.) for the following reasons:
1) Welded part rejection rate was approximately 10 tr> 1 for
the 0.008 cm (0.003 in.) thickness.
2) Leakage through the grain structure in the 0.008 cm (0.003
in.) thickness is not uncommon; therefore, in some instances, leak-
age cannot be prevented, driving part rejection rates even higher.
3) With the high rejection rate and relatively high cost, of
the welding process and materials, this thickness would probably
be cost-prohibitive for any production contract.
Vacuum jacket liner welding: The original design of the vacuum
jacket liners called for fabrication using 304 stainless steel.
Complications developed in attempting to weld the material. The
vendor's particular mill run of 304 stainless steel stock proved
to be porous and not of the highest purity required to achieve
good welds for this thickness of material. The alternative sug-
gested by the fabricator was to switch to Inconel 718.. The
change was approved.
Assembly welding: During the welding of an externally convo-
luted 20 cm (8 in.) vacuum jacket to a 13 cm (5 in.) inner line
a hole was burned through the glass overwrap and the liner of the
vacuum jacket. This was caused by an improper grounding technique
during the welding operation. A standard grounding procedure was
developed as a result of this incident, and was used successfully
for the remaining welding.
With the use of a cryogenic, vacuum compatible adhesive, an
attempt was made to repair the burned hole in the liner. A sub-
sequent failure (implosion) of the liner during initial vacuum
pull-down, did not allow an evaluation of the success of the re-
pair. It was noted, however, after the vacuum jacket imploded,
that the adhesive still filled the burned hole. A complete dis-
cussion of this failure is provided in Appendix D.
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Test Item Assembly.- After overwrap, installation of the com-
posite I-beams, support rings and insulation, the inner lines and
vacuum jackets were prepared to be joined into assemblies. Holes
were drilled in the vacuum jacket end fittings to install instru-
mentation feedthroughs and vacuum access ports. A 1.27 cm (0.5
in.) stainless steel tube was used for the vacuum port and a 0.95
cm (0.375 in.) stainless steel tube was selected for the instrumen-
tation feedthrough. After welding these in place, the vacuum jac-
kets were mated with the inner lines and welded. End caps to in-
terface with the test facility were welded into each end of the
test specimen as shown in Figure 49. The vacuum annulus of each
tube was manifolded together with 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) tubing that
contained a vacuum isolation valve, a connector for vacuum read-
out, and a burst disk. The assembly was completed by adding foam
insulation over the weld joining the two lines, and over the tube
caps at each end.
Test Fixture Design and Fabrication.- Test fixtures were either
modified from those used in Contracts NAS3-12047 and NAS3-14370
(ref 1 and 2) or specifically designed for this program. A test
fixture was designed and fabricated for use on the thermal, pres-
-sure cycle tests, pressure surge tests, and acoustics tests. The
thermal, pressure cycle test fixture consisted of a liquid hydrogen
supply, liquid nitrogen supply, hot gas supply, and structural
support. The pressure surge test fixture consisted of a liquid
nitrogen supply and structural support. The acoustic test fixture
consisted of a liquid nitrogen supply, structural support and
acoustic source. Details and schematics of these fixtures are
shown in the Test section.
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Figure 27.- Peeled and Unpeeled Resistance Welded Liners, 5 cm (2 in.) Diameter
Figure 28.- Resistance Welded Inner Line Liner, 38 cm (15 in.) Inconel 718
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Figure 36.- Internal Convolute Formation Tools
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Figure 38.- Rings Installed in Tension Membrane Vacuum
Jacket (Concept 5)
Figure 39.- Tension Membrane Vacuum Jacket Welded to Composite
Inner Line (Concept 5)
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Figure 42.- Composite Inner Line with Center Support Pad for Vacuum
Jacket Standoff
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Figure 46.- Internal Hoop Support Installation (Concept 3)
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Figure 47.° Segment of Composite I-Beam Shaped Standoff
Figure 48.- Typical Aluminized Mylar Installation
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Figure 49.- Test Specimens Welded Together with Welded
End Caps
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TESTING
The objectives of the test program were to verify the capa-
bility of vacuum jacketed composite lines to meet design require-
ments of structural integrity and vacuum maintainability. To
accomplish these objectives, the test items were subjected to
the test programs defined in Figure 50. Testing was performed
according to the test plan and in accordance with detailed test
procedures. A description of the tests, test results', and cor-
relation with analytical results are presented in this section.
Test Item Instrumentation. - Each of the test items were in-
strumented to provide biaxial strain measurements of both the
inner line and vacuum jacketed liners. The strain gages were
bonded to the inside of the liners after overwrap. Thermocouples
were mounted under the last layer of overwrap on each composite
section. The location of the strain gages and the thermocouples
are shown in Figure 51. .Additional thermocouples were installed
on one of the test items to measure the temperature gradient
across the various layers of overwrap.
Summary of Test Results. - Testing was performed at the
Martin Marietta Corporation, Denver Division, Engineering Propul-
sion Laboratory from July through August 1973. A summary of the
test results is provided in Table XV.
Inner Line Leak Tests. - The purpose of the leak tests was to
verify the integrity of the test items before overwrap, and after
overwrap and cure. The inner line leak tests were performed be-
fore the installation of the vacuum jacket by pressurizing the
inner line internally (with the aid of a leak test fixture) to
operating pressure with gaseous helium, and then using a helium
mass spectrometer probe to detect any external leakage. The leak
test data is recorded in Table XVI.
Vacuum Decay Leak Tests. - The vacuum decay rates of the vacu-
um jacket annul! were measured at the beginning of the test pro-
gram and after each major test. The tests were performed by
evacuating the annuli, closing the vacuum isolation valves, and
monitoring the change in pressure level with respect to time.
The vacuum decay rates thus obtained are provided in Table XVII.
The purpose of the vacuum decay leak tests was to provide a
basis for assessing the integrity of the vacuum jackets and inner
lines after each major test. As noted in Table XVII, the serial
number F test item experienced a significant increase in vacuum
decay rate indicating a failure in the pressure surge test. In-
spection revealed .an inner line leak. Failure of this item is
discussed in the pressure surge cycle test section. Minor changes
in the leak rate are attributed to test repeatability tolerances
plus test facility variances.
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TABLE XVI. - INNER LINER LEAKAGE DATA
Design concept
External j
Convolute I
Tension j
Membrane 1
Internal Hoop j
Supports '
External >
Convolute '
Internal j
Convolutes '
External)
Ribs 1
Serialization
f A
1 B
i D
!E
• F
f G
1 H
1 :
1 J
J K
1 L
Leak rate
1.3 x 10-10 sec/sec
<1 x 10"10 sec/sec
1.9 x 10~5 sec/sec
2.2 x 10~5 sec/sec
<1 x 10~10 sec/sec
<1 x 10~10 sec/sec
<1 x 10~10 sec/sec
<1 x 10~10 sec/sec
<1 x 10~10 sec/sec
1.01 x 10~6 sec/sec
1. 7 x 10~9 sec/sec
6.78 x 10~5 sec/sec
TABLE XVII. - VACUUM DECAY DATA
Vacuum decay rate (u/hr, except as indicated)
Tube
serial
number
A-B
B .
C
D
E-F
F
I-J
Baseline
85
1
5
240
93
Post
strain
cycle
70
1
9
125
123
Post pressure surge
16.6 .
12
0.07 N/cm2/sec
(0.1 psi/sec)
140
Post
acoustic
60
20
148
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Vacuum Acquisition and Maintenance. - The purpose of the
vacuum acquisition and maintenance tests was to demonstrate the
capability of the vacuum jacketed composite lines to meet cur-
rent state-of-the-art vacuum maintenance criteria. The vacuum
criteria for the Saturn cryogenic feedlines was a maximum vacuum
limit of 100 v and a 5 p/day allowable rise rate. This criteria
was adopted for evaluation of the vacuum jacketed composite lines.
Because of the outgassing potential of the instrumentation wir-
ing in the vacuum annulus, and of the long time duration re-
quired for bakeout and vacuum decay measurement, the vacuum
acquisition and maintenance testing was performed on only one of
the test items. The test item selected for this testing con-
sisted of a 20 cm (8 in.) diameter vacuum jacket with a 0.03 cm
(0.012 in.) thick liner. This vacuum jacket was fabricated to
replace one of the vacuum jackets that had failed in initial
evacuation. A 13 cm (5 in.) diameter composite inner line was
salvaged from the failed test item to make up the vacuum jacketed
line assembly. The composite surface of the inner line was
cleaned with freon and all instrumentation wiring was removed
before assembly. After welding, the vacuum jacketed line assembly
was leak tested by connecting the helium mass spectrometer to the
vacuum annulus and placing the line assembly in a helium filled
plastic bag. No leaks were detected.
A series of six vacuum acquisition and decay tests were per-
formed with changes being made to the test setup between tests as
shown in Figure 52. The data from these tests is provided in
Table XVIII. Significant improvements in vacuum decay rate were
achieved by the changes in the test setup, but the data was not
conclusive. The decay rate of 9 p/day was suspected to be largely
due to system leakage.
Leak tests were repeated and a leak was discovered at the
point where the vacuum gage plug screws into the vacuum source
tube (Fig. 52). This leak was repaired. In order to determine if
the vacuum decay rate was caused by system leakage or outgassing,
the tube assembly was placed in a vacuum chamber to"eliminate the
delta pressure across the vacuum jacket. Thus, by controlling
the external environment to a pressure near that of the vacuum
annulus, the potential for leakage was eliminated and all pres-
sure decay could be attributed to outgassing. The tube was
evacuated to 12 p and decay rate was monitored for eight days.
The results of this test are plotted in Figure 53.
As noted from Figure 53, the decay rate was insensitive to
chamber pressure, indicating that all system leakage had been
repaired. After the fifth day, the decay rate became less than
•the 5 p/day allowable. By the eighth day, the decay rate curve
was becoming flat and it appeared that the outgassing was about
to stabilize well below the 100 p limit.
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To verify the conclusion of the decay test previously dis-
cussed, the tube was baked out again and the decay test was re-
peated. The bakeout- was at 359K (187°F) for 24 hours and the decay
test was from 0.5 p to 210 v in 82 days at an average rate of
2.56 y/day (Fig. 54). As in the previous decay test, the tube
was placed in a vacuum chamber to allow study of leak rate versus
external pressure. Again, the decay rate was relatively con-
stant at external pressure of 610, 200, or 1 torr, confirming the
tube to be leak free. The decay was therefore, caused by out-
gassing, probably of one of the cleaning solvents. Most solvents
vaporize at approximately 100 torr (100,000 y) and the decay test
would have to be continued indefinitely to reach this pressure
and prove the outgassing source.
It was concluded that the vacuum jacketed tube had negligible
leakage and an outgassing rate of 2.56 u/day. It was also
assumed that the outgassing was due to residual solvents that
could be eliminated by more extensive bakeout.
Strain Cycle Test. - The objective of the strain cycling test
was to verify the structural integrity of the vacuum jacketed
composite lines while being subjected to thermal and internal pres-
sure stresses expected during the launch and boost phases of the
Space Shuttle mission. The test items were subjected to the fol-
lowing sequence:
1) Prechill inner lines by filling with liquid nitrogen.
. 2) Drain inner lines and fill with liquid hydrogen.
3) Pressurize the inner lines to operating pressure'69 N/cm2
(100 psi) for the 38 cm (15 in.) diameter lines and 42 N/cm2
(60 psi) for the 13 cm (5 in.) diameter lines.
4) Drain the liquid hydrogen.
5) Warm to room temperature by flowing hot gaseous nitrogen
through the inner lines.
The test was performed on test specimens A-B (external con-
volutes); C-D (tension membrane), E-F (internal hoop supports)
and I-J (internal convolutes). A vacuum was established in each
of the vacuum jackets except E-F, which was back filled with
C02 to 8.1 N/cm2 (11.8 psi) absolute for- cryopumping evaluation.
The test setup is shown in Figures 55 and 56.
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The test was terminated after 26 cycles because of problems
experienced with the vacuum bags over the composite vacuum
jackets. After repeated cycles, the vacuum bags accumulated
moisture and lost vacuum integrity. The A half of the A-B test
specimen experienced a vacuum jacket buckling failure for this
reason. After this failure, the test was continued with the B
half.
Strain Data Correlation. - Strain data was recorded for both
the inner line and the vacuum jacket during strain cycling tests.
The actual inner line liner hoop strains averaged 1900 ucm/cm at
69 N/cm2 (100 psi), whereas the predicted hoop strain at this
pressure is 4150 v-cm/cm. Although the strains appear to be in-
comparable (by a factor of 2.2), they merely reflect the con-
servative philosophy used during design and fabrication. The
inner line liner axial strains exhibited a similar relationship.
The predicted inner line liner strains were calculated by
sectioning the inner line as shown into a free body.
The total force due to pressure acting on the free body (F)
is equal to the pressure (P) diameter (D) length (L) and must
be balanced by the forces exerted by the liner (F ) and the over-
wrap (F ) . L
o
F = F + FT = PDL
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Considering the liner and overwrap individually
•«~
 <s)
 • iff '
Fo FL " ''Therefore SQ = ^ T *"d SL - —-
or F = 2S t L and FT = 2S t Lo oo L L L
Substituting into the force equation above:
PDL = 2S t L + 2ST tT Lo o L L
By definition, the modulus of elasticity (E) = Stress (S)buirdin \Q)
or S = Ee
Substituting into the PDL equation:
PDL = E e 2t L + ET 6. 2t7Lo o o L L L
But e = e because the overwrap and liner are bonded and must
O L
move together. Setting e = e and rearranging yields:
O Lt
e =
ET 2tT + E 2tL L o o
Substituting actual values and solving:
69 x 38
(20 x 10*) (2) (0.013) + (1.1 x 10b) (2) (0.0508)
e = 4150 pcm/cm (hoop)
In conclusion, the strain cycle test results reflect adequate
structural margin when the vacuum jacketed composite lines are
subjected to operating pressures at cryogenic temperatures.
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Temperature Data Taken During Strain Cycling Test. - During
the cryogenic portion of the strain cycle test, the specimen
pairs were filled with liquid hydrogen. In addition to provid-
ing a realistic low temperature use situation, the test provided
data from which the temperature distribution through the com-
posite can be determined. Specimen B had thermocouples located
in the inner line as shown in Figure 57 and from these thermo-
couples the temperature distribution through the inner line is
plotted in Figure 58.
For the same liquid hydrogen test the radial temperature
distribution through an end closure is plotted in Figure 59. The
location of thermocouples used to make this plot are shown in
Figure 60.
Pressure Surge Cycle Test. - The test specimens were sub-
jected to pressure surge tests to assure structural integrity
when subjected to surges simulating the closing of a prevalve.
The surge cycle consisted of pressurizing the 13 cm (5 in.) diam-
eter lines to 41 N/cm2 (60 psia) and the 38 cm (15 in.) diameter
line to 64 N/cm2 (100 psia) in a time span of less than one sec-
ond, while at cryogenic temperature. The test specimens were in-
stalled in the test setup shown schematically in Figure 61 and
pictorially in Figure 62. The A-B pair was installed first and
was subjected to one surge cycle, and then the C-D and E-F pairs
were also installed for 10 additional cycles. After the large
diameter pairs were tested simultaneously, the I-J specimen was
subjected to 10 surge cycles.
The surge cycles were performed by filling the test specimens
and the ullage with LN2, pressurizing the ullage to 140 N/cm2
(200 psi), releasing this pressure into the specimen, and venting
the specimen rapidly (by burst disc) when operating pressure was
reached. Specimen pressurization was. accomplished in approxi-
mately one second and depressurization required approximately
0.1 second.
No apparent damage or deterioration of the specimens was
observed during posttest inspection of the vacuum jackets. How-
ever, during the postsurge vacuum decay leak test, a gross leak,
0.07 N/cm2 (0.1 psi/sec), was found to exist in the inner line
of tube F. Inspection revealed severe buckling of the inner line
liner, and the leak was located at a permanent crease in one of
the buckles. A review of the log history showed that prior to
this time the F tube had been subjected to strain cycles, surge
cycles, vacuum decay tests, and a C02 cryopump test. During the
strain cycling and surge tests, the ambient temperature annulus
pressure had to be reduced from 8.5 N/cm2 (12.3 psia) to local
ambient pressure of 8.1 N/cm2 (11.8 psia) to prevent implosion of
the inner line liner. During the vacuum decay tests, the F tube
decay rate was greater than that of the other tubes.
V
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During the cryopump test, the annulus was evacuated and back-
filled with C02 to 8.1 N/cm2 (11.8 psia), and the inner line was
filled with LN2. During the LN2 fill, the annulus press.ure cryo-
pumped to approximately 66.5 N/m2 (500 u of Mg), and then in-
creased to greater than 266 N/m2 (2000 w) (off-scale). Sub-
sequent leak tests revealed the leak in the inner line liner. It
was concluded that the inner line failure occurred during the
cryopump test.
The above observations lead to the following hypothesis of
failure: the inner line leakage into the cryopumping annulus
caused a pressure buildup in the annulus when the line returned
to ambient temperature sufficient to buckle the inner line liner.
Repeated cryogenic/pressure cycles worked the buckles until fail-
ure occurred.
Acoustic Test. - The A-B specimen pair and the M specimen
were subjected to an ambient acoustic test; the C-D and I-J pairs
were subjected to a cryogenic acoustic test. The tests were
performed by installing 'the pair in the acoustic chamber shown
in Figure 63 and instrumenting as shown in Figure 64. For the
C-D and I-J specimen tests, the cryogenic supply and vent system,
shown in Figure 65, was installed, and the specimen pair was
filled with LN2 and allowed to vent to atmosphere while the test
was performed. The chamber was secured and the acoustic horn was
operated to create an acoustic environment of an overall sound
intensity of 159.5 (167.5 for M) dB with a frequency distribution
as shown in Figure 66 (Fig. 67 for M).
The specimen pairs sustained no apparent damage from the
acoustic exposure. Representative accelerometer and strain gage
spectral density plots are shown in Figures 68 and 69, respectively.
The peak frequency and g rms level for each accelerometer, and
the peak frequency and strain (rms) for each strain gage, are
tabulated in Table XIX.
External Pressure Collapse Test. - All test specimens that
were joined together such as A, B, etc, for the previous testing
were cut apart at the weld which joined the pairs and were sub-
jected to external collapse testing separately. The individual
test specimen was installed in a pressure chamber as shown in
Figures 70 and 71, and applying gas pressure outside of the
ambient temperature vacuum jacket while the vacuum inside the
annulus was monitored. The collapse pressure was established
as that pressure at which pressure in the vacuum annulus started
to increase. In addition, inner line and vacuum jacket strain
was continuously monitored during the test.
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The B, D, and J tubes successfully withstood an external
pressure 15.2 N/cm2 (22 psi) greater than annulus pressure for
five minutes. The C tube failed at 12.4 N/cm2 (18 psid) due to an
axial compression failure of the inner line. Photographs of the
C tube after failure are provided in Figures 72 and 73. The I
tube failed at 15.2 N/cm2 (22 psid) while being pressurized to
24.8 N/cm2 (36 psid) due to implosion of the jacket liner.
It was concluded from these tests that the tension membrane
concept (C and D) will withstand the design external pressure
when supported externally in the axial direction, as they would
be in a normal application. The glass overwrap concepts (B, I,
and J) will withstand design external pressure if the nylon bag
technique is used to transfer the load from the bond to the glass.
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Figure 54. - M-Tube Vacuum Decay Test (82 Days)
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Figure 55. - Strain Cycle Test Setup Showing 38 cm (15 in.)
Diameter Tubes
TVl
OPTS
Figure 56. - Strain Cycle Test Schematic
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Figure 57. - Thermocouple Location for Inner Line
Temperature Distribution
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Figure 58. - Temperature Profile of 38 cm (15 in.) Inner Line (B)
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Figure 63. - A-B Tube Assembly Installed for Acoustic Test
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Figure 70. - External Collapse Test Setup Schematic
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Figure 71. - External Collapse Test Chamber
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Figure 72. - Tube C after External Collapse
Figure 73. - Tube C after External Collapse (Inner Line)
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ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The design concepts for each major component in the test
specimens produced during this program were analyzed and a recom-
mended design was selected. The analysis included an evaluation
of materials, producibility, performance, cost, and weight. A
discussion of vacuum acquisition and vacuum maintenance is pre-
sented. The recommended designs consist of a composite vacuum
jacketed line, which incorporates optimum components, and the
tension membrane vacuum jacketed line. These designs are com-
pared on the basis of weight with other existing state-of-the-
art and advanced design concepts.
Analysis of Test Specimen Design Concepts. - The major com-
ponents and design approaches used in the fabrication of the
vacuum jacketed composite lines were evaluated. The evaluation
considered each of the selected concepts and includes an analysis
of the inner line, vacuum jacket, cost, weight, bonding; materials,
end closures, standoffs, and vacuum acquisition and maintenance.
Inner line: The selected material for the commodity carrying
inner lines was Inconel 718. Inconel 718 has a significant
advantage over other corrosion resistant materials due to its
high yield strength, 105,480 N/cra2 (153,000 psi) achieved by
heat treating. Because of the protection and damage resistance
provided by composite overwrapping, thin gage materials are ideal
for composite tubing. The wall thickness required with internal
line pressures of 34 to 297 N/cm2 (50 to 300 psi) for Inconel
718 and stainless steel 13 cm (5 in.) and 38 cm (15 in.) diameter
lines are compared in Figure 74. The reduction in gage that can
be achieved with Inconel 718 is clearly evident.
For small lines the minimum gage required for internal line
pressure is often less than can be reliably produced. Liners of
0.008 cm (0.003 in.) thick were found to be very difficult to
produce leak free. Three of the 13 cm (5 in.) diameter inner
lines, however, were successfully made with 0.008 cm (0.003 in.)
thick Inconel 718. All of these lines developed small wrinkles
under the end fittings during composite curing, and one wrinkled
badly during postcuring. No difficulty, however, was experienced
in producing the 13 cm (5 in.) and 38 cm (15 in.) diameter test
specimens with 0.013 cm (0.005 in.) Inconel 718.
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Both fusion and resistance welding was used in the fabrication
of the test specimens. Fusion welding the longitudinal tubing
seam is more desirable in that it results in a smoother inner
surface. The resistance welding requires a lap joint. The excess
material is peeled away after welding but the result is a small
ridge along the seam. Resistance welding, however, is more de-
sirable for welding the end fittings. Fusion welding the end
fittings results in a discontinuity in the line flow path due to
the required weld preparation area. The flow path can be smooth
if the end fittings are resistance welded to the thin lines. The
differences in the two welding techniques are illustrated in
Figure 75. Both welding techniques are acceptable for structural
and zero leak criteria.
The inner lines were overwrapped with S/HTS glass fibers in
a 58-68R resin system. The overwrap consisted of a layer of
machine hoop wrapped 20 end roving, a half layer of longitudinally
oriented glass cloth and a final layer of hoop wrap. The test
specimens were overwrapped and cured while pressurized to pre-
clude buckling. The overwrap and curing operations were performed,
with no anomalies. After initial curing, however, the inner
lines were postcured at a temperature of 400°K (260°F) while in
a vacuum of 0.0013 N/cm2 (10~5 torr) . . The liners were not
pressurized during postcure. One of the 0.008 cm (0.003 in.)
liners buckled severely during postcure. To prevent buckling
during high temperature postcure, internal pressurization is
required.
Although not tested on this program, the use of PRD 49-111 in
the same 58-68R resin system should reduce the composite weight
by the ratio of the material densities, 0.002 kg/cm3 (0.085
lb/in.3) for S-Glass and 0.001 kg/cm3 (0.055 lb/in.3) for PRD
49-111.
Early analysis (Appendix A) indicated that a structural bond
between the overwrap and the thin metal liner is required for
inner line axial load carrying capability. It was found, how-
ever, that bonding is not required for the inner line, because
the delta pressure between the inner line and the vacuum jacket
provides additional structural rigidity. Tests demonstrated an
axial load capability in excess of 2268 kg (5000 Ib) for unbonded
38 cm (15 in.) diameter lines.
Vacuum jacket: Test specimens were produced using five
different vacuum jacket design concepts. The five design concepts
are evaluated on the basis of producibility, cost, and weight. Of
the composite vacuum jackets, the internal convolute design is
superior because of producibility considerations. The tension
membrane is a structurally sound, light-weight concept, but is the
most expensive to produce. A discussion of the evaluation param-
eters is provided in the following paragraphs.
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Vacuum jacket producibility: The three primary areas con-
sidered are thin metal liner fabrication, composite overwrap,
and assembly. Metal liners were successfully produced in sizes
of 20 and 46 cm (8 and 18 in.) diameter from 0.013 cm (0.005 in.)
Inconel 718, which were leak free and did not wrinkle during the
composite curing. One 20 cm (8 in.) diameter vacuum jacket liner
was produced using 0.030 cm ((0.012 in.) Inconel 719. The heavier
gage liner had fewer imperfections (tooling marks, etc.) than the
thinner gage liners. The tension membrane vacuum jackets were
successfully produced by hydrostatically bulge forming 0.046 cm
(0.018 in.) thick cylinders and then chem-milling to the final
thickness of 0.0191 cm (0.0075 in.). This fabrication technique
proved very successful.
The 20 and 46 cm (8 and 18 in.) diameter vacuum jackets were
overwrapped with two hoop layers of ±0.09 rad (±5 deg) crisscross
wrapping. The overwrap material used was S-Glass preimpregnated
with Epon 828-mpda resin. This process worked quite well. The
±0.09 rad (±5 deg) wrap pattern results in some build up of
composite at the ends, which caused some difficulty with one 20
cm (8 in.) diameter vacuum jacket that had an internal convolute
near the end for expansion and contraction purposes. The com-
posite build up tended to roll over into the convolute and fill
it. This, however, was easily corrected by locating the con-
volutes 2 cm (0.8 in.) from the ends.
Vacuum jackets with smooth metallic liners were the easiest
to overwrap; vacuum jackets with external convolutes were the most
difficult. The problem with the external convolutes is that the
roving tends to slide off the convolute leaving minute areas of
metal that are not covered. This problem can be eliminated by
the use of wider roving or tape and/or by reducing the wrap
tension.
The vacuum jackets were fusion welded to the inner lines
after overwrap. The temperature of the composite was maintained
below 367 K (200°F) during welding by flowing cold.gaseous nitro-
gen through the tubes. Stainless steel tubes, 1.3 and 0.96 cm
(0.5 and 0.38 in.) diameter, were welded into the vacuum jacket
end closure to be used as vacuum acquisition ports and instrumen-
tation feedthroughs. Even though temperature control was
attempted during welding, composite disbonds developed in the
vacuum jackets, and end closure warpage occurred because of the
welding heat. It is recommended that future vacuum jackets use
resistance welding to reduce heat, and that the vacuum ports be
welded before assembly using welding techniques that will not
warp the end closure flange. Bellows manufacturers have no
difficulty in making these welds.
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Vacuum jacketed composite line cost: The cost of the vacuum
Jacketed line assemblies for each of the five design concepts was
compared during concept evaluation in Task I (Table IX). This
data did not change as a result of the fabrication and test ex-
perience gained on this program. The unit costs are based on a
production quantity of two each. The cost for producing each
design concept for the composite vacuum jacketed lines is essen-
tially equal. The cost for the tension membrane concept is
greater than for the composite concepts.
Vacuum jacketed composite line weight: The weight of each
of the composite design concepts was approximately equal. The
weight of the composite designs is compared to the tension mem-
brane design in Table XX. For weight evaluation the composite
vacuum jacket liner material thickness was based on the thick-
ness required to withstand an external pressure of 25 N/cm2
(36.7 psi) without relying on the overwrap for structural support.
Bonding overwrap to vacuum jacket metal liners: All composite
design concepts involved bonding the overwrap to 0.013 cm (0.005 '*-
in.) thick Inconel 718 liners to reduce weight. This concept
proved unsuccessful in that the bond did not develop sufficient
strength to resist loading in peel. (See Appendix D for a
thorough discussion of bonding failures.) Current state-of-the-
art bonding techniques are inadequate for this application. Thus,
it is essential that the vacuum jacket metal liners be of suf-
ficient strength to withstand external pressure loading without
relying on the overwrap. The overwrap, however, is still required
to provide handling and damage resistance if minimum weight is
required. A nonoverwrapped vacuum jacket of minimum gage (for
external pressure) is very susceptible to damage and not acceptable
for flight. The addition of the overwrap provides the required
damage resistance with less added weight than would result from
increasing metal line thickness.
Vacuum jacket liner material: Due to the external pressure
(buckling loading) the vacuum jacket liner thickness is a function
of material modulus and not yield strength. Thus Inconel 718 has
no advantages over stainless steel for the jacket liners. Stain-
less steel is the. preferred material because it is less expensive
and has superior forming and welding characteristics.
The liner thickness is minimized by convolutes that provide
resistance to buckling. The required liner thickness for stain-
less steel vacuum jackets is plotted as a function of diameter
in Figure 76.
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End closures: The end closure design used for all composite
vacuum jacket test specimens consisted of a 0.109 cm (0.043 in.)
channel shaped ring. This configuration was designed to transfer
all axial pressure loading to the inner line and to transfer the
inner line thermal contraction to the vacuum jacket. The vacuum
jacket was then convoluted to accommodate the inner line thermal
contraction. This design concept proved successful but is not
optimum for minimum weight or thermal heat leak.
Convair's analysis (ref 4), was used as a basis for selecting
a low weight thermally efficient end closure for incorporation
into the composite vacuum jacketed design. The design, as shown
in Figure 77, features a bellows section welded to both inner
line and vacuum jacket. The bellows is 0.013 cm (0.005 in.)
thick stainless steel and provides a tortuous heat leak path.
This design, because of the bellows section, does not require
that the vacuum jacket be convoluted for expansion and contrac-
tion. A disadvantage to this design is that a standoff support
is required near the end closure because the bellows is not
designed to withstand loading normal to the axis of the line.
Standoffs: A composite I-section standoff was used in each
of the 46 cm (18 in.) composite vacuum jackets. This design
was difficult to install and was not optimized for minimum
weight or heat leak. The standoff support pad consisted of a
composite ring stiffener overwrapped on the inner line. Tol-
erance control on the support pad proved to be difficult, which
contributed to the installation problems. Thus, the composite
I-section concept is not recommended for future application.
Convair, in their vacuum jacketed line technology investigation
(ref 4), performed an evaluation of state-of-the-art standoff
designs. The design shown in Figure 77 proved to be optimum for
minimum weight and heat leak considerations. This design was
used on the S-II LH2 vent line and is adaptable for use in
composite vacuum jacketed lines.
Vacuum acquisition and maintenance: During this program the
vacuum acquisition and maintenance objectives were met using
tube M. The minimum annulus pressure obtainable was 6 x 10~4
torr and the vacuum decay rate was 2.6 p/day over an 81-day
period. The principles of vacuum engineering were used as appli-
cable. A discussion of these principles and the various factors
which must be considered to obtain and maintain vacuum at the
required levels follows.
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Materials of construction must be carefully selected because
every material, when exposed to vacuum conditions, will liberate
gas to varying degrees by outgassing. Outgassing includes evap-
oration, adsorption, absorption, chemisorbtion molecules in solu-
tion, and molecules from decomposition of materials. In addition
to outgassing, diffusion, permeation, trapped volumes and porous
leaks are undesirable material characteristics. In general,
materials of closed cell construction with smooth clean surfaces
are better in this regard. Stainless steel is the most popular
construction material. But Inconel, aluminum, brass, and iron are
equally acceptable.
Construction techniques should eliminate all possible leak
paths by welding all joints. Threaded seals such as pipe threads
should not be used. The geometry of the vacuum space should be
such that volumes are interconnected by large passage ways, and
valves and tubes leading to the vacuum space should have as large
an internal diameter as possible. Static seals should be metal
bellows if possible.
Before the components are assembled, they should be thoroughly
cleaned by vapor degreasing or by the use of a highly volatile
solvent to remove oil and other contaminants. Low vapor pressure
and volatility are of prime importance in solvent selection.
Assembly of the components should be by 100% gas shielded
arc welding to eliminate flux outgassing. After welding, a
helium mass spectrometer leak check should be made and any leaks
should be repaired.
It is imperative that the annulus be leak free to achieve a
pressure rise rate of less than 5 u/day. Using the ideal gas
law, a 5 p/day pressure rise can be translated into an allowable
leakage rate for a given annulus volume. For a 38 cm (15 in.)
diameter inner line with a 46 cm (18 in.) diameter vacuum jacket,
305 cm (120 in.) long, the leak rate equivalent to a 5-M/day
pressure rise is calculated as:
PV = WRT
PV
w = —-W
 RT
AIT APVAW = —
AW =
 (21 600)(300«K) = 1'18 X 10 kg/day (2'61 X 10 lb/day)
1.18 x 10~5 kg/day is equivalent to 1.14 x 10~5 sec/sec.
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The allowable gas load of 1.14 x 10~5 sec/sec consists of
leaks, outgassing and permeation. Outgassing can be reduced to
insignificant magnitudes by proper bakeout. The equivalent leak
rate attributable to outgassing is calculate as 4.8 x 10~10 sec/
sec using the methods of reference 5. A leak of 1.14 x 10~5 sec/
sec is, therefore, allowed and for reference purposes the size
of the hole which would cause this leak can be calculated using
Knudsen's Law for molecular flow and the techniques of reference
6.
„ .
r _ / QLVg" \ 1/3
I 20.48-v/T APJ
= /8.64 x IP"3 x 0.0305 x 29\ i/3
r
 ^ 20.48 x 293 x 759,900 I
r = 1.52 x 10'1* cm (6 x ID'5 in.)
In conclusion, it is seen that a vacuum decay rate of 5 p/
day is equivalent to a leak of 1.14 x 10~5 sec/sec or a single
leak path diameter of 0.0003 cm (0.00012 in.).
Vacuum acquisition of the vacuum annulus begins after assembly
and usually consists of bakeout and pumping operations. The bake-
out is usually required to provide activation energy to release
the trapped molecules (sorbed, dissolved, etc) and the pumping is
required to remove these molecules. The configuration of the
ideal vacuum acquisition system is a large capacity, low pressure
pump, short-coupled to the vacuum annulus. In the molecular
regime, flow in a tube is dependent on rebound in the desired
direction; and is proportional to the diameter cubed and inversely
proportional to the length. In the more familiar viscous regime,
flow is caused by differential pressure forces and is proportional
to the diameter squared and inversely proportional to the length.
Therefore, in vacuum work, the diameter of the flow passages is
much more critical than in conventional fluid flow.
Vacuum maintenance is not necessarily limited to continuous
evacuation but also refers to the rate of annulus pressure in-
crease when the annulus is isolated. The vacuum maintenance
requirement for aerospace use is generally 5 p/day in the range
of 10 to 100 u Hg. Good vacuum maintenance is directly depen- -
dent upon the quality of the previous steps (design and fabri-
cation) .
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Nonmetallics in the vacuum annulus increase the difficulty of
acquiring and maintaining a hard vacuum. These difficulties can
be overcome by proper cleaning and bakeout procedures as was dem-
onstrated by the vacuum maintenance testing performed on the M-
test specimen, which had a composite overwrap on the inner line.
An additional fabrication step may be employed, however, which
should make the composite vacuum jacketed line equivalent to all-
metal lines for vacuum integrity. A thin coating,of aluminum
applied by vacuum deposition over the composite would entrap any
outgassing constituents. There would then be a zero delta pres-
sure across the aluminum coating when the annulus is evacuated,
thus eliminating any outgassing from the composite overwrap.
This process requires development to determine the required
coating thickness and application techniques for leak free
sealing, but is considered well within the state-of-the-art of
existing equipment capability. The aluminum coating has an
added benefit in that it provides a radiation shield over the
composite and may eliminate the requirement for a layer of alumi-
nized mylar required for thermal efficiency.
Recommended Design, Vacuum Jacketed Composite Lines.- Based
on the results of this program, the recommended vacuum jacketed
composite line is depicted in Figure 78. The design, featuring
the optimum inner line, vacuum jacket, and detail components
discussed previously, is based on a 35.6 cm (14 in.) diameter
by 304.8 cm (120 in.) long line for a direct comparison with
current state-of-the-art designs and an advanced state-of-the-art
vacuum jacketed line. A discussion of the specific design details
follows.
The inner line consists of 0.013 cm (0.005 in.) thick Inconel
718 liner overwrapped with S-Glass fibers 0.05 cm (0.020 in.)
thick preimpregnated with a 58-68R resin system. The liner has
a single longitudinal fusion weld with resistance welded end
fittings. The end fittings are stainless steel.
The vacuum jacket is 0.038 cm (0.015 in.) thick 304 stainless
steel with 0.51 cm (0.2 in.) radius internal convolutes spaced at
3.8 cm (1.5 in.) intervals. The convolutes are filled with a low
density foam machined to the outside diameter of the vacuum jacket
liner. The vacuum jacket liner is overwrapped with S-Glass fibers
0.05 cm (0.020 in.) thick preimpregnated with Epon 828-mpda resin.
The vacuum end closures feature a stiff design at one end of
the line and a flexible bellows at the other end. The stiff end
closure is resistance welded to the vacuum jacket liner and either
fusion or resistance welded to the inner line end fitting. Vacuum
components consisting of vacuum acquisition valve, vacuum gage,
burst disc, and inner line instrumentation port are installed in
the end closure. The flexible bellows type end closure is fusion
welded to both the inner line and the vacuum jacket and allows the
inner line to expand and contract without transferring axial load
into the vacuum jacket.
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The standoffs are spaced at 60.4 cm (24 in.) intervals and
consist of 12-sided teflon rings that are slipped over the inner
duct and retained in place by 0.153 cm (0.06 in.) L-brackets on
each side.
State-of-the-Art and Advanced Vacuum Jacketed Line Designs.-
The Convair Aerospace Division, in their Vacuum Jacketed Ducting
Technology Investigation (ref. 4), performed an analysis of
existing state-of-the-art vacuum jacket designs. These designs
are depicted in Figure 79 and described in the following para-
graphs. All designs were scaled-up to a typical common 35.6 cm
(14 in.) inner line diameter. The inner line material is 321
stainless steel of 0.152 cm (0.06 in.) wall thickness. The
vacuum jackets are designed for an external pressure loading of
25 N/cm2 (36.7 psi).
Design 1 - S-IVB Main LH2 Supply Duct (Obsolete): A 1.587 cm
(0.625 in.) vacuum cavity filled with glass-fiber of 64.08 kg/m3
(4.0 lb/ft3) density is enclosed by an 0.040 cm (0.016 in.) 321
stainless steel shell. This shell has 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) high I
convolutions on 2.54 cm (1.0 in.) centers to provide longitudinal
expansion and contraction. The convolutions also provide support1
for externally applied loads.
Design 2 - S-IVB and S-II Main LH2 Supply Ducts (Current
Design): A 0.723 cm (0.285 in.) vacuum cavity is enclosed by a •
0.051 cm (0.020 in.) 321 stainless steel shell. This shell has
0.553 cm (0.218 in.) high square convolutions, 2.8 cm (1.10 in.)
wide on 2.8 cm (1.10 in.) centers.
Design 3 - Centaur LH2 Supply Duct: A 1.905 cm (0.75 in.)
thick Freon blown polyurethane foam of 64.08 kg/m3 (4.0 lb/ft3)
is the basic insulation. Approximately 30% of the foam is
removed by scalloping. The foam is covered by a five layer
blanket-type aluminized Mylar/Dacron radiation shield.
Design 4 - S-IVB LH2 Recirculation Line: A 1.27 cm (0.5 in.)
vacuum cavity is enclosed by an 0.356 cm (0.14 in.) 321 stainless
steel straight shell. The inner duct is wrapped with two alter-
nate layers of 0.005 cm (0.002 in.) aluminum foil and 0.02 cm
(0.008 in.) Dexter paper.
: Design 5 - S-II LH2 Vent Line: A 1.27 cm (0.5 in.) vacuum
cavity is enclosed by a 0.254 cm (0.10 in.) 321 stainless steel
shell. The shell has 0.965 cm (0.38 in.) high convolutions oh "
11.43 cm (4.5 in.) centers.
Convair's parametric evaluation shows Design 4 having the
highest performance rating based primarily on excellent thermal
performance and reliability.
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In addition, Convair performed an evaluation of advanced
vacuum jacketed line design concepts. A design concept which
promised the most favorable performance characteristics, was
selected for design fabrication and test. The design consists
of a straight section of vacuum jacketed duct 35.6 cm (14 in.)
diameter by 305 cm (120 in.) long (Fig. 80). The Standoffs are
located 76 cm (30 in.) from each end and consist of eight 0.64 cm
(0.25 in.) radial tubes welded to the inner line.
The outer vacuum jacket consists of a stainless steel inner
shell 0.064 cm (0.025 in.) thick with a fiberglass honeycomb
material (Hexcel HRHIO-OX-3/16-3.0) which is an overexpanded,
flexible honeycomb. Attachment of components to the jacket is
made by means of an end fitting as shown in Figure 80. The
vacuum jacket end closures consist of a bellows nested within
the outer jacket.
The description of these designs is included here to provide
data for weight comparison with the composites and tension mem-
brane vacuum jacketed designs.
Tension Membrane Vacuum Jacketed Line. - The tension membrane
vacuum jacketed line as depicted in Figure 7, is scaled to a 36
cm (14 in.) diameter, 305 cm (120 in.) long line for a direct
weight comparison with other design concepts. The design features
a composite inner line and standoffs on 61 cm (24 in.) centers
identical to that shown in Figure 78. The tension membrane is
0.0191 cm (0.0075 in.) thick stainless steel having a minor
diameter of 38 cm (15 in.) and a major diameter of 43 cm (17 in.)
with a bay length of 10 cm (4 in.). Each bay is supported by an
aluminum hoop ring.
Weight Comparison of Vacuum Jacketed Design Concepts. - The
recommended composite and tension membrane vacuum jacketed lines
are compared on the basis of weight with the state-of-the-art
designs and advanced design concepts defined in the preceding
paragraphs. The weight comparison is based on a 36 cm (14 in.)
diameter 305 cm (120 in.) long line for each design concept.
A comparison of the weights of the different design concepts
is provided in Table XXI. The tension membrane concept is the
lightest with the composite vacuum jacketed line concept next,
behind. A major contribution to the weight of the state-of-the-
art and the advanced designs is the inner line. The gage of the
inner line could probably be reduced to about 0.102 cm (0.040
in.), which would save approximately 15.1 kg (33 Ib) for these
concepts. The inner line weight for these designs, however, is
still significantly heavier than the composite inner line weight.
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Edge preparation
for fusion weld Overlap -preparation,for
resistance weld
Fusion weld Resistance
weld
Planish
smooth
Peal away excess
material
Fusion welded
Longo seam
(preferred method)
End fitting7
Resistance welded
longitudinal seam
/-Fusion weld
/ butt joint
Discontinuity
in tube due
to material
thickness
Inner line -7
line i / ^
f ' ^"^ -) •
Irregular flow _
path where tubes
are joined together"
/ ,
\^
V
/
i
s- fusion weio
*/^'^ ^ ^* r
<t Tuhe
End fittings fusion welded to inner line liner.
Two line sections butt welded together.
•Fusion weld
End fitting-, / butt joint
-Resistance weld
Tube
End fittings resistance welded to inner line liner.
Two line sections butt welded together.(preferred method)
Figure 75. - Comparison of Fusion and Resistance Welding Techniques
for Inner Line Fabrication
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„ 25 (10)
-S
20 (8)
10 (A)
4 (2)
0.013 0.025 0.038 0.051
(0.005) (0.010) (0.015) (0.020)
Metal liner thickness cm (in.)
i—Liner thickness
Tube
V4
<U
•H
Q
L_2.92 cm _J \ I
(1.15 in.)H 0.51 (0.2 in.)
Material: 304 stainless steel (typical convolute)
External pressure: 25 N/cm2 (36.7 psid)
Figure 76. - Required Vacuum Jacket Liner Thickness Versus Diameter
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////////////// 7 /////
•farm
/ / / / I \ \ V / / / / / / / / / /
—' \ \
A \_TefIon standoff
Bracket
Foam
Inconel liner
Glass /•—SS bellows
overwrap
/ / I K / / // /// / / / / / / / '
Figure 77. - Recommended Vacuum Jacketed End Closure and Standoff
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I_
Vacuum valve
304.8
'(120)"
60.96
'(24.0)
/-
J
Vapor deposited
aluminum coating
Teflon standoff
Bracket
-J2.92U-
35.56
(14.0)
Inconel liner
Glass fiber
overwrap
-/ Resistance weld (typ)/
Expansion joint
flange shown in
Figure 77
Vacuum gage
T"-^Foam Stainless steel liner
Glass fiber overwrap
Flange
All dimensions in cm (in.). Dimensions are
shown for comparison with other design
concepts of the same size.
Figure 78. - Recommended Vacuum Jacketed Composite Line
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND ADDITIONAL WORK REQUIRED
As a result of the knowledge and experience gained from this
program, Martin Marietta Corporation makes the following recom-
mendations for continued work in the following areas:
1) Further development of explosive bonding techniques as a
method of attaching end fittings, especially using the lightweight
aluminum end fittings and the efficient Inconel or stainless
steel tube liners;
2) Quantification of effects on the liner of a variety of
overwrap tensions and cure temperatures. Development of a useful
equation to determine the required internal pressure to offset
stresses caused by these tensions and temperatures;
3) Extension of the upper temperature limits for composite
lines to include the Space Shuttle lox pressurization line, cur-
rently required to be operated up to 667 K (+740°F);
4) Evaluation of the low density overwrap candidates includ-
ing Kelvar 49 DT-01 (formerly PRD 49), graphite, and boron. The
evaluation should include analytical modeling, fabrication of
tubes, and empirical verifications;
5) Comparison between the thermal performance of all-metal
tubes and candidate overwrapped composite feedlines by empirical
evaluation of the two using identical test settings;
6) Application and evaluation of thermal coatings for use in
modifying surface emissivity of the composite. The coatings may
be useful when a layer of aluminized Mylar would be exposed to
damage;
7) An evaluation of the feasibility of using a braiding tech-
nique to apply the overwrap;
8) An evaluation of vapor deposited coatings on the inner
composite as a means of controlling composite outgassing and im-
proving emissivity requirements, and evaluation of vapor deposited
coatings;
9) Development of the fabrication techniques to form and over-
wrap long radius curved tube sections;
10) Quantitative evaluation of the damage resistance charac-
teristics of composite tube and vacuum jacketed composite tubing;
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11) A program to develop nondestructive evaluation and inspec-
tion techniques for composite tubing; and
12) Additional work is required to develop analytical techniques
to predict composite line external load carrying capability.
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The purpose of this program was to evaluate fiber composites for
lightweight, vacuum jacketed, cryogenic line systems for space appli-
cation. The inner line (commodity line) and the outer shell (vacuum
jacket) were candidates for fiber composite technology.
The concept of composite tubes includes thin walled metal liners,
to provide leak-free service. The liners are overwrapped with glass-
fibers to provide structural integrity and handling ability. The
tubes are very lightweight when compared to conventional all-metal
tubing.
Results obtained during the course of the program include the
following:
1) The concept of bonding thin metal liners to composite over-
wrap for vacuum jacket external pressure loading was not successful.
The concept of using metal liners of sufficient thickness to with-
stand the external pressure loading, and using the overwrap to pro-
vide structural margin and for handling protection, was successful.
2) Manufacturing techniques were developed to produce tension
membrane vacuum jackets.
3) The tension membrane vacuum jacket concept used in conjunc-
tion with a composite inner line was very successful.
4) Vacuum acquisition to the 1-y level and maintenance consist-
ing of a 5 p/day vacuum decay rate was shown to be attainable with
vacuum jacketed composite lines. Vacuum outgassing must be accom-
plished through bakeout and contamination control procedures.
5) Vacuum jacketed composite lines are lightweight and could
provide a significant weight saving in the Space Shuttle external
tank and orbiter feedlines.
6) Vacuum jacketed composite lines are sufficiently strong and
rigid so that no special handling techniques, other than ordinary
care, are required.
7) Some wrinkling or slight buckling of the metallic liner
during fabrication or assembly does not degrade performance of the
completed composite line.
8) The test program confirms analytical predictions for the
vacuum jacketed composite line performance in weight, acoustics,
and external pressure loading.
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9) Manufacturing methods required to fabricate the thin metal
liners and apply the glass-fiber overwrap are available in the
present state-of-the-art technology. Further development of ex-
plosive bonding techniques should result in further weight reduc-
tion by making possible the use of aluminum end fittings with
Inconel 718 or stainless steel liners.
Technological Uncertainties. - The problems encountered during
fabrication and test suggest areas of technological uncertainty
where additional development is required. These are:
1) bonding;
2) standoff and end closure optimization.
Bonding: The vacuum jacket conceptual design considered the
combined strength of the overwrap and the liner, assuming a struc-
tural liner-to-overwrap bond. Additional bonding development is
required before this concept is workable or reliable. Composite
vacuum jackets fabricated using this concept failed during evacu-
ation. Considerable bonding evaluation was performed during
failure analysis (Appendix D), which resulted in improved bonding
techniques. Sufficient confidence, however, was not developed to
justify continued use of bonding for structural integrity.
As a result of the bonding failure, the vacuum jacket design
was changed to a metallic liner of sufficient thickness to with-
stand the external pressure loading. The liner is overwrapped to
provide additional structural margin and damage resistance.
Standoffs and end closures: The composite standoffs and metal
end closures used in the test specimens performed adequately but
were not thermally or weight optimized. Further standoff and end
closure development for thermal and weight optimization is recom-
mended .
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